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GC started a new 
fundraising drive called the 
Stale Charitable Contribu-
tion campaign. This cam-
paign encouraged contri-
butions to non-profit orga-
nizations such as Chal-
lenged Child, the Salvation 
Army. Gateway House, 
Scouts and Prevent Child 
Abuse. The comm\Jnity 
was encouraged 10 give 
whatever they could to 
help these organizations. 




For the Summer of2002 
the Rotarians of Norway 
have invited three college 
students from Ga. to study 
at U orOsl0. The students 
will be aucnding the Uni· 
versity from June 24 to 
Aug 4. All expenses arc 
.paid except the transpor-
tation 10 and from the Air-
port. Eligible students 
must be 20-24 y.o., single, 
and in their sophomore 
year by the Summer of 
2002. One student from 







received a gmnt from the 
Georgia Humanities Coun-
cil. Wilhitshewillbebring-
ing the author of "Trouble 
No More," Tony Grooms. 
His book is used in the Is-
sues in Diversity Course: 
Foc usi ng on the Civil 
Right s Mo vement. 
Grooms will be doing a 
reading and discussjon of 
his book and also a presen-
tation for the college cam-
pus and local community. 
Dates or locations have 
yet been announced. 
GC Develops New Religion Major 
Comparative World Religions 
to be Offered in Spring Semester 
By Frank Reddy 
Staff Writer 
fred9596@gc.peachnet.edu 
. Two years ago an Associate 
of Arts Degree in Religion was 
p laced in Gainesville College's 
list of two-year majors . 
"Based on feedback from 
students here at the college 
over a period of time," said 
Theresa Dove-Waters, instruc-
tor of religion and education 
at GC, "we decided it would be 
beneficia l to the people in this 
area to have a two-year degree 
in Religion." 
" We're serving a need for 
students who will go on to 
othe r institut ions ," said 
Charles Karcher, Social Sci-
ences Chair. He a lso added that 
the program is beneficial to 
those students that will be go-
ing on to do ministeria l work . 
GC will offer Introduction to 
Relig ious Thought and Com-
parative World Religions in 
spring 2002, These courses will 
be offered in response to are-
ce n l interest in re ligion, 
spawned by " recent attacks 
against Americans," according 
to Dove-Waters. 
There are currently seven 
s tudents who have declared 
religion as their major. 
"I get caBs almost wee.k ly 
from interested peopl e in the 
community," said Dove-Wa-
ters, in reference to the degree. 
"Some are interested in taking 
only one or two classes, with-
out taking the degree," she 
said . 
Paul Leslie, an undecided 
major interested in the religion 
degree, said that having a reli-
gion program is beneficial be-
cause it " promotes re ligious 
diversity at Gainesville Col-
lege." 
Comp,.arative World Religion, 
RELG 2100, deals with the re-
lation offaith. culture, politics 
and society. The class will ex-
plore at least five major reli-
gious t raditions, including 
Chr istianity, Judaism, Islam, 
Hinduism and Buddhism. 
GC professor Theresa Dove-Waters says 
many people in the community have 
expressed an interest in religion courses. 
AccQrding to Dove-Waters, 
Int roduction to Religious 
Thought, RELG 2020, ''will ad-
dress such questions as: How 
can we u nders tand our own 
place and role in the cosmos? 
Are there realty any moral ab-
so lutes? Why is there evi l? 
What do religious groups say 
about li fe after death?" 




Gainesville College will be one 
of the few two year colleges in 
Georgia to olTer philosophy as a 
major next fall, Dr. Keny Stewart 
and Dr. Charles Burchfield are the 
two that will be teaching the ma-
jor. 
GC didn' t offer philosophy 
courses until Stewart joined the 
faculty. He was hired a year ago 
for his background in philoso-
phy and was the first hired that 
had enough hours to qualify him 
to teach philosophy and history. 
Upon arriving he suggested 
starting the new major. 
St ewart ex plai ns "When 
people think of philosophy they 
don ' t know what it e ncom-
passes." With a degree in phi-
losophy " You can go into any 
field because what philosophy 
does is help your ability to think," 
Stewart believes that there will 
be an average response to the 
major. Perhaps eight to 10 stu-
dents will seek the degree whieh 
is as many that seek degrees in 
his tory and political science. It 
will not affect any of the other 
majors. None of them will be 
dropped because of philosophy 
and it will not affect the number 
of students in other majors. 
The degree will fulfill all lower 
division requirements and will be 
transfcrable throughout the Uni-
versity System of Georgia . 
Stewart hopes for success with 
the major because "it enhances 
the Schools ability to reach its 
goal fora liberal arts education." 
There are four courses that will 
be required for the degree. The 
introduction course is Great 
Questions in Philosophy which 
is being offercd this semester. 
This class, according to Stewart, 
" deals with the questions that 
ha ve plagued philosophers 
throughout the ages," The class 
doesn't give defmitive answers 
it just makes the student think. 
Symbolic Logic and Critical 
Thinking covers why it 's impor-
tant to reason, how to argue well 
and " learning to think and rea-
son in a part icular order," Stewart 
said. In the Introduction to Ethi-
cal Theory class students dis-
cuss concepts of what is right 
and wrong and "the difference 
between public and private mo-
rality." 
Introduction to Western Politi-
cal Thought, according to 
Stewart, covers " how and why 
governments developed as they 
did and an idea of what govern-
ment is." Thc Great Questions in 
Philosopi)y class is anticipated 
to be offered every semester. The 
other classes should be offered 
every other semester. There has 
been talk of an independe nt 
st udy course. The proposed 
course is on existentialism and 
phenomenology, It will not be 
olTered right away. 
This degree is not for those 
students looking for an easy A. 
The study of philosophy can be 
demanding but it is extremely in-
teresting. Burchfield said, " For 
people with an interest in it I 
think they will find it very fu lfi ll-
ing." 
The major still has to be 
cleared by the Board of Regents, 
so it should be starting next faU. 
Burehfield and Stewart are the 
only two faculty members at GC 
who have enough certification to 
leach Philosophy. The upcoming 
budget cuts shouldn' l affect the 
major because GC will not have 
to hire anyone from outside the 
school to teach the courses. 
Burchfield will be tcaching the 
Great Questions of Philosophy 
class Spring semester 2002 . The 
C lass will be held on Tuesday 
and Thursday from II a.m. to 
12: 15 p.m. Burchfield states "Phi-
losophy is the pursuit of knowl-
edge, the love for wisdom and 
the basic questions of whal is 
rea!." 
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Diversit-y Class to Visit Civil Rights Sites 
Marlin Luther King Jr. Monument, 
Sweet Auburn Avenue on Itinerary 
By Kate Fowler 
Contributing Writer 
kfow8642@gc.peachnet.edu 
Gainesville College's Issues in 
Diversity class will be visiting 
Atlanta's historical Civil Right 's 
sites on Nov. 30. 
This semester Professors 
Theresa Dove-Waters, Patsy 
WomlJ and Penny Mills of the 
Issues in Diversity class, or 
DVRS 1502, are offering GC slu-
dents the chance to visit sites 
that are related to the topics they 
have been studying in class. 
The topic for this year 's class 
is the Civil Rights Movement, 
and students will be touring his-
toric Atlanta. 
Dove-Waters explained, "At-
lanta has such a rich history as it 
relates to the Civil Rights Move-
ment, so that 's why we decided 
to target it this year." 
The tour will include the Mar-
lin Luther King Jr. Monument, 
the APEX Museum, "Sweet Au-
Atlanta's Civil Rights Sites 
November 30, 2001 
burn Avenue", the Herndon 
Home and the Michael C. Carlos 
Museum. 
The purpose of this year's 
trip is to reinforce in-class dis-
cussions and lectures on the 
Civil Rights Movement. 
Dove-Waters said, "I hope that 
students will have an opportu-
nity to engage in some of the 
Civil Rights sites in tenns of en-
hancing what we've learned in 
class. It brings it alive, 
makes itreaJ." 
In addition to 
DVRS 1502 stu-
dents, the trip is 
open to s tu-
dents majoring 
in education, 
phil oso ph y, 
hi story, psyc hol-
ogy, political science, 
sociology and religion 
as well as the Multi-cul-
tural Club and faculty 
and staff members. 
Bronze bqst of King Jr_ by 
Michael Florin Dente 
Forty-two slUdents and s ix 
facu lty and staff members at-
tended last year's trip to the 
cities of Momgomery and 
Selma, Ala, and sponsors are 
hoping for the same ifnot a 
higher number this year. 
The $30 cost is only a por-
tion of the entire expense as 
Student Activities "allocated 
so much money per student 
to serve as a scholarship for 
them to attend," said Dove-
Waters. 
No plans fo r fu-
ture trips have 
been made yet, 
but Dove-Wa-
ters said, 'This 
year we may 
seek student in-
put to see if they 
have any sugges-
li ons in terms of 
. where they want to 
go next year." 
SEA Club Renovating Greenhouse for Elachee 




ing the lower greenhouse to help 
the Elachee Nature Center house 
plants to feed their butterfly col-
lection. 
When Elachee needed a place 
to house various species of milk-
weed during the winter to feed 
their Monarch butterfly collec-
tion, they turned to GC for assis-
tance. "Elachee knew we had the 
facilities and asked if we could 
house their plants," said Dr. Ron 
Clay, assistant professor of biol-
ogy. The facility in question is 
the larger greenhouse located by 
the lower pond. 
The only problem GC faced 
with housing Elachee's plants 
was the renovation of the green-
house. Students for Environmen-
tal Awareness, a club on campus, 
have spent several weekends and 
many hours since the beginnhig 
of this semester working on the 
13 by 21 feet all glass green-
house. 
So far, the SEA club has been 
involved with replacing the heat-
ing and cooling system of the 
facility and has also poured a 
concrete slab in the building with 
an integral drain, which will belp 
The Gainesville College greenhouse by the lower pond is being reno-
vated by Students for Environmental Awareness to help the Elachee 
Nature Center feed their Monarch butterfly collection, 
reduce mess while the facility is 
m "-"" 
Not only will the greenhouse 
be used to house Elachee's 
plants but it will also be used to 
help beautify the surrounding 
area. Many bicyclists use this 
area for riding and this site will 
soon be the home of Ge's new 
amphitheater. The SEA club also 
plans to use the facility to grow 
plants to sell 00 Earth Day. 
Peter Gordon, director of edu-
cation at the Elachee NatureCen-
ter, is excited about Ge's involve-
ment with this project. 
"Gainesville College has been 
one ofElachee's best friends for 
a long time," said Gordon. 
The milkweed housed in the 
Ge greenhouse will be used io 
an educational program called 
"Mooarchs across Georg ia." 
This program is currently used 
in classrooms throughout Geor-
gia to teach students about the 
various life cycles of Monarch 
bunerflies. As soon as the Mon-
arch bunerflies mature, the adults 
migrate to Mexico. According to 
Gordon, ''this [Monarchs across 
Georgia] will help teach students 
about different customs as well 
as the Monarch butterflies' life-
cycle." 
Presently the SEA club is us-
ing the smaller hexagon green-
house located next to the Art 
building to hou se some of 
Elachee's plants but the renova-
tion of the larger greenhouse is 
slated to be fini shed before the 
end of this semester. 
Anyone interested in joiniog 
the SEA club, or attending a 
meeting, is invited to come on the 
second and forth Wednesdays 
of each month al noon in room 
138 of the Science building. Stu-
dents can access their web site 
at www.gc.peachnet.edulwww/ 
rclay/SeaJSEA.htm. 




Students for Spring 2002 
By Shana Stevers 
Staff Writer 
sste1373@gc.peachnet.edu 
Gainesville College is offer-
ing the Ann Purdy Scholarship 
competition for non-traditional 
students. In order to be quali-
fied for this competition, you 
may not be receiving any other 
scholarship for the Spring 2002 
semester. 
To be considered a non tra-
ditional student you must be 
at least 23 years old and must 
have graduated high school 
five or more years ago. 
Each student applying for 
the scholarship must write a 
300-500 word essay entitled 
"The Reasons I Am Seeking A 
CoUege Education and How Fi-
nancial Aid Will Help Me Re-
alize That Goal." The essay 
must be wrinen in the Aca-
demic Computing Tutoring & 
Testing (ACTT) Center. Each 
appl icant must show a va lid 
student LD card at the recep-
tion desk and will be given two 
hours to complete the essay. 
Dictionaries will be available to 
use during the two hour pe-
riod. 
The essay must be com-
pleted and turned in at the re-
ception desk of the ACIT Cen-
ter by 5 pm on Nov. 28. 
The scholarship will cover 
the state mandated tuition and 
fees for the Spring 2002 se-
mester. All recipients of the 
scholarship will be notified by 
Dec. 7. 
This scho larship is given in 
honor of Ann Purdy who was 
an English professor and co-
ordinated Learning Support at 
GC. Purdy always offered sup-
port to all of her students and 
was especially interested in 
her Don-traditional and inter-
national students. Purdy died 




Clairvoyant Shows Off 
By lack Saunders 
News Editor 
zsau1234@gc.peachnet.edu 
On Oct. 23, 2001, Patricia 
Gagl iardo who is a world-re-
nowned psychic, clairvoyant, 
clairaudient, clairsentienl, talk 
show host and author gave a lec-
ture in Gainesville College'S Con-
tinuing Education building at 
noon. The lecture was brought 
to us by the Campus Activities 
Board. 
At the lecture, Gagliardo dem-
onstra ted abilities si"milar to 
those of John Edwards, who 
communicates with people that 
are no longer living on his P9pu-
lar television show, "Crossing 
Over." Gagliardo was able to fo-
cus on a particular section of the 
fifty or so occupants of the lec-
ture hall, name a person that some-
one in the audience knew, and 
the n tell of that audience 
member's relationship with that 
person. She also gave advice as 
to what the audience member 
concerning what they had been 
told. After seeing this spectacle, 
one audience member, Jessica 
Licciardi said, " I was impressed, 
but somewhat skeptical. I don't 
know if! believed it" 
Patricia Gagliardo 
sparkles with talent. 
Before what GaglianIo ca1Is her 
''near death experience" she was 
a very skeptical person when it 
came to anything having to do 
with mysticism of any kind. Now, 
though she no longer bas doubt 
about such things as the super-
natural, she is sti ll a devout 
Catholic and continues to use 
prayer to replenish her energy, 
a long with "mediation and a 
nap." 
Throughout her 22 year long 
career, Gagliardo bas helped out 
official authorities several times. 
She has worked over 400 cases 
with government officials, as well 
as police and private investiga-
tions. One of the cases forwhich 
she is the most famous occurred 
in Atlanta, Ga. where she as-
sisted in the locating of Wayne 
Williams w·ho was later con-
victed of the "Atlanta Child Mur-
ders" and given two consecutive 
life sentences. 
Gagliardo went on to explain 
in more detail what she does. As 
a psychic medium she has the 
gift of vision. As a clairvoyant 
she has the ability to see things 
that aren't perceived by others. 
She can gain knowledge ofa per-
son or event by touching an ob-
ject or by focusing her thoughts 
on the emotions of those around 
hcr. 
Throughout her career, 
Gagliardo has also been the host 
of both a TV show and a Radio 
show. She is also the author of 
the book "Pebbles on the path" 
which is s ubtitled as "A 
Medium's Journey Into the Spiri-
tual World." This book can be 
purchased online at 
Amazon.com and Borders.com. 
For more information on 
Patricia Gagliardo, you can visit 
her website at: http :// 
www.patgagJiardo.comitoc.htm. 
Honor Society Inducts Members 
The Fall 2001 PTK Induction ceremony took place on Thursday, Nov. 1 at 
4:45 p.m. in Lanier A & B in the Student Center. The following students were 
inducted into this honor society: 
The next one you make is a biggie. Som ""~ ....... 
_Ilegma And .... whorl How 01>00<. BadIOIar', Degree h>m DeYe(! 
Jonathan Mark Alligood 
Erin O'brien Arrendale 
Donna Michele Blalock 
Donna Sue Brooks 
Jennifer Lynn castillo 
Mark Alan Cook 
Abigail Sokolowski Jones 
Rebekka Jean Litz 
Kristen Jill Martin 
Stephanie H, Nicholson 
Renacca Lynne Nix 
Kenny John Park 
Rebecca J. Peffer 
Gabrielle Lucille Riddle 
""""'",.;t, ~ _ willOlldl "" ;, .......... and wei eqo.;,.,.! Ici>s. 
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For a higher degree of SU{(!SS, (all DeVry 's DtcOfur tomp\l1 at (404) 292·2645, or the 
Alpharetta campus 01 (170) 664-9520. 
www.D£~u 
A hIg_ degree of success.. 
02001 DeVry I 
Wendy Brookshire Dillow 
Clint Monzog Fishback 
Wendy Marie Fletcher 
Kristen Anne Fluharty 
Marcelle Denise Freeman 
Staci Ann Gibson-Brown 
Brittany Ann Harrison 
Kasia Anna Hebda 
Amanda Leigh Holbrook 
Randy Lee Roberts 
William Zimmer Rogers, Jr. 
Christine Marie Shaheen 
Gena Michelle Smith 
Traci E. Steinhauser 
Shelby Crider Smith 
Lisa Anne Stewart 
We would like to honor and congratulate them on this wonderful academic 
achievement. Membership in PTK requires a 3.6.GPA and consecutive se-
mesters on the Dean's Ust. 
.,_-..~hot .... 
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For details. visit your local AT&T W ire less Store. authorized dealer. 
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Alcohol Awareness Week Nov. 26-29 
By Charlie Broadwell 
COntributing Writer 
cbro2563@gc.peachnet.edu 
The Counseling and Testing 
Center will hold Alcohol Aware-
ness Week Nov. 26-29. 
Gainesville College clubs will be 
making posters. preparing non-
alcoholic mixed drinks and de-
signing labels for non-alcoholic 
beverages. The winners of each 
conlest will receive money for 
their club. 
Each of the four days has a dif-
ferent theme. On Nov. 26, !he stu-
dents will be looking at the ef-
fects of alcohol and drugs and 
the diseases they can cause. 
The following day will be a 
date rape prevention day called 
"Don't get singled out", lbis will 
include Scott-B rown teaching 
students precautions and how to 
protect themselves against date 
rnpe. The day will also include a 
protection instructor. 
The Nov. 28 theme will be the 
DUI infonnativc, "l fyou booze -
you lose!" The last day of the 
event is called "Be high on life," 
emphasizing ways to have fun 
without using drugs or alcohol . 
Thursday. which is "Be high 
Alcohol Awareness Week will include themes like "If you booze you 
lose, " and "Be high on life. " 
on life" day, will be more of a 
party day. "(Students) have been 
taught since the eighth grade 
about alcohol and drugs. By hav-
ing a party and competition, the 
message should be easier to re-
membc:r," said Scott-Brown. . 
GC has hosted similar events 
in the past, but the programs 
were not competitive, leaning to-
wards the usual educational ap-
proach . Scon-Brown said events 
in the past can be "boring and 
redundant. I know thaI college 
kids drink. We're going to teach 
them how to know if(they) have 
a problem and how to protect 
(themselves) against assault." 
Donations from local busi-
nesses and organizations will be 
funding this function. Because 
of the uncertainty surrounding 
the amount of donations re-
ceived, it is not yet known how 
much prize money will be given 
to contest winners, but Alcohol 
Awareness Week coordinator 
Beth Scott-Brown says that the 
prize money "will be a pretty 
good amount." 
Each group will be asked to 
make a poster usiog creative 
thinking skills about alcohol. 
Clubs can decide to make one 
poster about Alcohol Awareness 
Week or they can decide to make 
four separate posters that de-
scribe the theme for each day. 
On Nov. 29, groups will be 
making non-alcoholic cocktaiis, 
referred to as "mocktails" in the 
studem center. The drinks will be 
prepared, tasted and judged in 
the student center. 
Clubs will also be asked to de-
sign a bottle or can label for non-
alcoholic beverages. Whoever 
has the best appealing label will 
be awarded fi rst prize. The coun-
seling encourages creativity 
when designing a label for a non-
alcoholic beverage. and not to 
take ideas from other labels al-
ready in existence. 
Mentoring Program Aims to Assist Minority Students 
By Ana Marfa Iza 
COntributing Writer 
alza2011@gc.peachnet.edu 
Andre' Cheek, the new direc-
tor of the Minority Affairs' Of-
fice , created a new mentoring 
program to guide, counsel and 
encourage minority students of 
Gainesville College in adjusting 
to a new college environment. 
"The program works by link-
ing a student with a staff or fac-
ulty member who would be his 
or her mentor," she said. " The 
mentors would give students 
guidance and confidence. They 
would act a role model.'" 
The mentors ' purpose is to 
gu ide students through a new 
college environment by giving 
them advice, support and over-
seeing their development. They 
would work as a role model, 
teacher and coach for their 
mentees. 
Although the program is di-
rected primarily to minority stu-
dents. meaning "oon- traditional 
white American students" as 
Andre' Cbeek defmes them, all 
the students are welcome to join 
the program iftbey have difficu1-
ties adapting to the requirements 
of college, understanding and 
establishing relationships with 
other people or managing their 
time schedule. Students may also 





place or don't know what they 
want to study. 
The mentor would be meeting 
with their mentees on a regular 
basis to talk and discuss tbe 
men tees' problems and their de-
velopment. 
Cheek will be evaluating the 
program and its success 
throughout the months 10 see 
if it will have the same suc-
cess as North Georgia Col-
lege, where she previ-
ously worked as the As-
sistant Director of Mi-
nority Admission. ''The 
evaluation I would 
be doing 
wou I d 
b e 
emphasized io seeing if the SIU-
dents are benefiting from the 
program," she said." Mentees 
sometimes clash with their men-
tors, so they won't be benefiting 
from the program." 
Cheek drew out the students' 
filesand list of all minority 
students and in-
vited them to join 








Mentor Kelly Dahlin and Student Myriam Shuler work together on 
homework for mathematics class. 
prog ram through announce-
ments posted around the college 
on boards and e-mails. 
The mentoring program stil l is 
a vel}' new program. Until now, 
just 15% out of300 students have 
joined the program and 25 fac-
ulty members have subscribed as 
mentor ... Although the program 
still vel}' new many students and 
faculty members seem very inter-
ested in it," emphasized Cheek. 
The first meeting was held on 
Oct 15. Andre' Cheek introduced 
the program and distributed a 
' Mentoring Kit' equipped with 
materials showing the purpose 
and obligations of mentors and 
mentees. 
"After the meeting," says 
Cheryl A. Harris, "my under-
standing of the program is to 
provide to minority as well as non 
minority students, assistance in 
any difficulty that they may en-
counter in college." 
On Wed., Oct. 24, students 
were assigned to their mentor via 
e-mail. Some of them a lready 
started meeting. 
The program will always be 
opened for evel}'one who is io-
terested in it. 
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Rumors Circulate Around 9/11 Attacks 
By Brandy Canup 




Many fabricated stories have 
begun circulating around the 
Gainesville College campus as 
students search for some truth 
among the devastation and con· 
fusion caused by the Sept. II 
terrorist attacks. 
Dr. C layton Teem, assistant 
professor of psychology at ac, 
slated thai the attacks have left 
America in "an ambiguous situ-
ation. When this occurs many 
people always attempt to try to 
explain or predict certain things." 
These "attempts" to under-
stand the situation is one reason 
so-called urban legends have 
begun to travel around the cam-
pus and the nation. 
One of the most popular sto-
ries currently circulating is the 
infamous "Halloween legend." 
For those unaware, this legend 
first appeared on Oct. 5 as an 
email , which was crafted to 
sound like an advanced warning 
for future tenoria at\aC:u. 
RETRACTION 
The Oct . 22 
issue's article, 
"What Happened 
to the Soccer 
Field?" was an un-
finished editorial 
and was printed 
prematurely. It 
was not the inten-
tion of the article 
to create offense 
or to unfairly criti-
cize the decision 
of the administra-
tion regarding the 
soccer field, only 
to question the 
wisdom of such 
an action. The 
Compass News-
paper apologizes 
for any ambiguity 
involved or any 
detrimental effect 
on the administra-
tion at Gc. 
Jia Wang illustrates how the threat of anthrax can surprise students who 
are not paying close attention to their mail. 
The email states that a to get on any commercial airlines sage, the lady added that the FBI 
woman 's " friend 's friend was on Sept. I I and to not go to any has been infonned and has ac-
dating a guy from Afghanis tan. malis on I-Ialtoween." quire<! the leue'. Howeve" this 
Helefthel-anote, bc:ggcdhn-OOI Tolidd importeltce Iothemc. emafl .... been ~ ftlhieaM 
Nov. 29- 3 on 3 Basket-
ball Tournament. 6:30, 
gym. 
Oec.5-5K WildGoose 
Chase and I-mile Fun 
Run, lower Pond Area 
Student 
Activities 
Nov. 18-Chili Cookoff. 
At noon in the Student 
Center. 
Oec.4--Pancake Study 
Break, 6:30, Student 
Center 
Dec.7- The Nutcracker 
at the FOX. 8 p.m. 
student tickets $20, 
faculty/statTtickets $25 . 
Academics 
Dec.7-Classes end 
De<:.10-13- Final s 
Jan. 5-Spring Semester 
begi ns. 
Test Dates 
Dec.5-Act Test, 6pm, 
CIl- l~ 
Dcc.6--TOEFL, Test 6 
p.m., Lanier ABC 
Members of Gainesville College partiCipate in 
!he faculty and staff bowling toumament at the 
Gainesville Bowling Center. 
the FB I has announced Ihal lhey 
havcn' t received a letter from 
anyone nor obtained any infor-
mation included in this email . 
Teem believes the reason an 
emailJike this !iPreads so quickly 
is because "people don ' t try to 
seek out the source of the infor-
mation . They need to use their 
own critical thinking." 
A prediction legend has also 
begun circulating around th e 
campus. This legend states that 
Nostradamus made a prediction, 
in 1654, that stated the beginning 
of World War III would begin 
with the fall of "two brothers" , 
an obvious refcrence 10 the 
World Trade Center Towers. 
The actuaJ facts arc even more 
interesting than this prediction 
itself. The most intcresting fact 
is Nostradamus dicd in 1566. 
Could a dead man write a predic-
tion about the terrorist attacks on 
America? 
It is a fabricated prediction, in-
vented by a Brock University 
student four years ago to prove 
how easily prophecy can be 
crafted.These types of predic-
tions have been formed to fit 
ftwlChdl or enib& ,.nw--...-r 
Dcc. 3-feb.6--"A View 
of a Room". Art Gallery 
Dcc. II-GTA auditions 
for Shakespeare play, The 
Tempest. 5:30, Brenau 
Pearce Auditorium. 
clubs 
No". 29-SIFE: Member 
relreat to Tut 's Moun-
tain and will host the IRS 
for a Olle dayworkshop 
Nov.28-Math Club: 
Ms. Deborah Bolding-
" Howto type mathemat-
ics in Word" 
Nov.l8-CrossCultural 
Connection ACAD 3-1 80 
College Transferl 
Resume Workshop 
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Task Force Studying 
New Classroom Building 
By Jessica Bowman 
Campus Ufe Editor 
jbow0373@gc.ptachnet,edu 
Inform"tion tllb" from 
lJiticl~. ""New Building Task 
Force" contributed by 
Ronnie Bootll in tlrt! Nov. 
20 issue of Towel' TIlIk. 
With enrollment continu-
ing to swell, classroom avail-
ability has steadily shrunk. 
Since future projected enroll-
rnent could top 5,000 within 
five years, the New Building 
Task Force was created to 
make recommendations in ref-
erence to the nature, use and 
location of a new building. 
The Task Force is discus-
sions the possibility ofa class-
room building to house Busi-
ness and Humanities divi-
sions, additional student com-
puting areas, student gatber-
ing space and facu lty offices. 
Other ideas that 
were suggested in the Task 
Force include a building with 
"smart" classrooms, the inclu-
sion of two to four large lec-
ture halls like those in the Sci-
ence Building, the use of 
tables in classrooms instead 
of desks, and the possibility 
ofa "film" room. The student 
space might be constructed 
similar to theACTI' Center. 
The next step for the Task 
Force is to bring in an archi-
tect for assistance with this 
preliminary concept. 
There is not a fixed site for 
the proposed building, but the 
a rea bounded by the Aca-
demic m, the Science Build-
ing and the current roadway 
has been suggested. The 
building will be two to three 
stories and consist of at least 
60,000 sq. ft . The cost could 
be approximately $6 million. 
4-Year Degree Programs a Hit 
Southern Polytechnic offering Engineering B.S. 
By lose Martin 
Staff Writer 
JmarOO23@gc.peachnet.edu 
Southern Polytechnic State 
University, formerly Southern 
Tech, has been offering courses 
here at Gainesville College for 
over four years. The degree pro-
grams available are B.S. in In-
dustrial Engineering Technol-
ogy (lET) and a B.S . in Indus-
trial Distribution (IO). AJso par-
tially available is the B.S in Civil 
Engineering Technology (CET). 
Students who are in or thinking 
of entering one of these fields 
will very likely meet lefT Turk. 
He is the coordinator of engi-
neering fo r Gainesville College. 
He administers many of the 
courses required for these fields 
of study. Other courses are ad-
ministered via the Internet. 
l ET students are generally 
pursuing careers dealing w ith 
efficiency in the management of 
money and other maleria l re-
sources, manpower, and time. 
The problems an IE Technolo-
gist works to solve deal with 
plant facility layouts, materiaJs 
handling, work station design, 
quality control, personnel, and 
wage and salary planning. An 
ID major focuses on distribution 
onjust about every level of pur-
cbasing, warehousing, selling 
and distributing. This area of 
study bas a particular concen-
tration in data processing, com-
munications and management. 
Students see king the 
Bacbelor's degree in CET are 
generally pursuing careers in 
construction, structural design, 
transportation, bydraulics, site 
planning and environmental 
technologies. CE Technologists 
can further specialize in environ-
mental control (pollution correc-
tion and control), structures (de-
sign, prep, construction, inspec-
tion of buildings and other struc-
tures), transportation (design 
and maintenance of both com-
modity conduits and transpor-
lation facililies), or surveying 
(boundary, topograpby, OPS, 
and residential subdivision de-
sign and construction). 
Certificate programs are a lso 
available. They are Production 
Design, Quality Principles, En-
gineering Sales and Logistics. 
An attractive asset to these cer-
tificate programs is that the B.S. 
programs encompass the certifi-
cate programs. A student could, 
after completing a certificate, 
continue to a B.S. with little or 
no loss of credit hours 
As for transferable credits, 
many courses are e ligible trans-
fer credit to those stuslents who 
wish to continue their education 
at SPSU. Students should con-
sult their advisors to be sure of 
transfer credit. 
Students may vis it the GC 
University Center on line, 
Ihrough the University Center 
link from the GC bomepage or 
by visiting the GC University 
Center office in the Administra-
tion building. Students may get 
in contact with l effTurk at 718-
3768 in the Science, Tech-
nology, and Engineering bui\d-
ing Room 260. 
Nodine Has Child Development Programs Buzzing 
By Diego Ibarra 
Layout Editllf 
Oiba6199@gc.peachnet.edu 
Pal Nodine, the Director of 
Child Development Programs, 
has been very busy running the 
Child Care Resource and Refer-
ral Agency of North East Geor-
gia. "We've been working on a 
numberofpublic service projects 
10 improve the quality and sup-
ply of child care in North East 
Georgia." she said. 
The referral agency is focused . 
on projects right now: Start Up, 
sponsored by the Department of 
Family and Children Services, a 
project where they help new 
home care providers by supply-
ing them with whatever they may 
not have to start their new busi-
ness, The Accreditation Project 
wbere Gainesville College and 
the United Way are working to-
gether to set national standards 
10 get child care center to a higher 
level then they are required to 
have, The Quality Improvement 
Project whicb belps providers 
who are already doing a great job 
For more information please contact Pat Nodine at (770)718-3819 or e-
mail her at pnodine@gc.peachnet.edu. 
get accredited to a superior level, 
and The Inclusion Project for 
children wbo have special needs 
in a child care setting who may 
nol be gening all the services 
they should. 
The referral program was de-
signed for parents who are look-
ing fo r child care. It is offered to 
anyone in the northeasl Georgia 
as a no cost public service and 
they offer to do a Iinle bit more 
for the students of GC, which 
they appropriately called En-
banced refferrals. 
Nodine a lso designed and 
teaches the Early Childhood Edu-
cation (Ages 0-5) program and 
coursesECDVIIO I: Intro 10 OllId 
Development, ECDV2010: Meth-
ods and Materials in Child Care 
Development, ECDV2020: Cur-
riculum Deve lopment, 
ECDV2040: Family System and 
Parent lnvolvement, ECDV2110: 
Program Admini stration , and 
ECDV2 120: Internship. 
When asked what the reward 
was for all this hard wo rk, 
Nodine said " Helping parents 
make a child care choice that 
makes them feel good about go· 
ing back to work without worry· 
ing about their c hild's safety, 
and helping child care providers 
realize that they are valued pro-
fessionals and they are not just 
babysitters, they are people per-
forming a valuable public service 
and tbey deserve to be re-
spected and paid more for their 
services." 
As for the future of child care 
services Nodine said "I would 
like to see everyone wbo's in 
child care have a degree and I'd 
like to see all the parents have 
enough money to pay to hire 
those people . People need to 
understand that it's a profession, 
and need to go to school for it." 
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Sports Briefs 
GC Faculty & 
Staff Tennis 
Tournament 
The winners in the GC 
FacultylStaff tennis tour-
nament he ld on October 
19'~ were Dr. Manha 
NesbittandJim Hammond. 
Congratulations! Thanks 




The results from the 
bowling tournament are: 
I" place with 2297 points: 
Thomas Burson, Eddie 
Morgan, Jim Kirkland, 
Brian Tarr, Worm Hicks 
2"'" place with 1920 
points: Martha Nesbitt, 
Leora Myers, Carol 
Wallace, Jerry McGee, 
RonArTO 
3'" place with 1919 
points: Mary McDade, 
Ronnie Booth, letfTurk, 
Chris Scmesjian. Lewis 
Rogers 
High game score: Buddy 
Waldrip- 234 




The GC power lift tOUT-
nament was a success. 
The winners are: 
Mm, 
Shane McClennon-
First in 198 pound weight 
class and overall winner 
RODell Hall-
First in 242 pound weight 
class and Second overaU 
Kyle Tanner-
Second in 242 pound 
weight c lass and Third 
overall 
GaryGJenn~ 
First in 181 pound weight 
class and Forth overall 
Women: 
Shannon CantreU-
First in 165 pound weight 
class and overall wi nner 
Chrissy Odom~ 
First in 132 pound weight 
class and Second overall 
Andrea Crawford-
Firs t Place in 148 pound 
weight class and Third 
overall 
A Single Win In Flag Football Championship 




Three GaincsvilleCollcge fl ag 
football teams, Southern Com-
fort, Bud Lightning and South-
ern Pride, played in the 18'h an-
nual flag football championships 
November 16-17 at the Univer~ 
sity of Georgia. So. Co. lost to 
Columbus State University Fri~ 
day night followed by a loss to 
Beta Theta Pi of Georgia Tech 
Saturday morning. Bud light-
ning won by forfeit Saturday 
morning and continued on to 
play UGA's School of Veterinary 
Medicine, but lost. Due to the 
lack of an adequate number of 
players, Southern Pride had to 
forfeit their first game and went 
on to lose their second. Coach 
Bryan said that although no GC 
teams advanced to the champi-
onship game, they all played well. 
Pictured here is the winning team of Gainesville College 's 18th annual flag 
football championships, Bud Lightning. They continued on to play UGA 's 
School of Veterinary Medicine. 
GC Flag Football Team Roster 
So. Co. 
MicbaeIJobnLoveU.K.enny.AuaUo.DU&tyK.en.h.JaimeEllwua-.JamaJew......Jl_ ... ;..~Str ... · •• _ • • ~';'. _;,· .~i" .... _a.w..,. ' ,J; 
Amos Nunnally. OJ. Davenport, Bruce Ingram, Michael Thurmond, Telly Jones. 
Southern Pride 
Justin Lott. Jpsh Addison, Joel Gibson, Justin McMurry, Nathan Ramats, Ryan Cochran, Dan Free, 
Bud Lightning 
Nathan Barrett, Matt Shumake, Brian Mulligan, Bryan Cagle, BJ. England, Corey Anderson, Stephen Murray, Jared Lee, Michael 
Washington, Jose Rodriguez 
. @ffi,RF, 
LOQ.n R.Q",I.r 
JrYr .. _&o,nI 
C-'etlW 
~rlo lhe " .. ...... 





w, ..... ·• r" .... ','" 
Gainesville College 
Compass 




is!.AMA&AO, Poki'lan, 0<:1; 29, 2001 
(United Pre .. intemMlon. 1 v ... 
COMT!X) .. U.S.·lod forcos resumtd 
.. orstriku u rl, 140nd., .n Afahn"lan 
a, !h. m,lila.., c.ompa'Qn aQaonn 
suspected terra';n tarQaIS e""'!'IId lIS 
fO ~rIh week . 
Wa rplan • • camad AU! bombing reido 
oyer the rulinQ Taliban·s soum.m 
JtronQhold of Kand.har .... 
c.-nll-.., -....." Ik __ n, UI I 
u.s. Steps Up Attacks; 
Rumsfeld Voices 
Confidence 
U.S. "o",l&noo 4tt<oc:kod T"lib.n 
position. nu r the Ta;;kioun border in 
on effort 10 lak. 0111' .. rtille.., usod to 
d.srupt 4 No M e"., Alhonco supply 
roUle. 
11>. planu muck Sunda, mominQ 
and eYen.nQ.s the ,,, strike. on 
AfQI\.n.nan .nt ..... d • fourth week ... 
Jordan Aims to Give 
---I 
I - I~ 
® veld AVdlpo. 
® Int.rt.lnm'Qt 
® Summi t .. 
"'''''''''' ® SD, d l 1 ott. .. ®ShGPp~g 
. pd"g .. bbo l 
.. -
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Club Briefs 
Art Club to 
Hold Poster 
Contest 
The Art Club will be spon-
soring a postercontesl at for 
three local schools. The COR· 
test will be funded by the 
Regents ' Hi spanic Task 
Force Pilot Initiative. The 
Art Club has set up the 
guidelines and will be judg-
ing the submissions for the 
contest. First place will have 
their posler professionally 
printed and displayed in nu-
merous schools in Hall 
County. 
FHP Club to 
Adopt a Family 
The Future Health Profes-
sionals Club will be adopt-
ing a family for Thanksgiv-
ing and for Christmas. The 
club is currently working 
with a local elementary guid-
ance counselor 10 find a fam-
ily. FHPC will provide a din-
ncr forthe family and Christ-
mas gifts for them. Various 
members will be donating 
food along with local area 
merchants. The members will 
also be buying and donat-
ing the gifts that the family 






ment Assoc iation of 
Gainesville College has ac-
tively voiced student is-
sues on campus to the ad-
ministration this past 
month. SqA members were 
present at several commit-
lee meetings held in No-
vember including the li-
brary committee, budget-
ary committees and others. 
SGA continues to de-
vole time' to serving their 
constituents. A Spring 
Survey for the student 
body will be distributed 
next semester to better as-
certain what are the most 
current and urgent issues 
of students. 
GC Hosts Tasteful International Week 
Students taste different types of cultural backgrounds 
By Jose DeJesus Martin 
Staff Writer 
JMAR0023@gc.peachnet.com 
During International Week, 
Gainesville College's interna-
tio~ students had the opportu-
nity to share their cultural back-
grounds with everyone on cam-
pus. Dr Belinda Sauret, Assistant 
Professor of Spanish , expected a 
moderate turnout in the Asian 
and South American communi-
ties. The turnout was far greater 
than expected. Gets intemational 
community came out in force . 
Throughout the week, over 23 
countries were represented in-
cluding the. Americas, Europe, 
Africa and Asia. Events were 
programmed Nov. 12-16 for both 
day and evening students. 
The week started with an em-
phasis on the Chinese Qing dy-
ACM - Computer Oub 
Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
ACAD.2-138 
Contact: Tom Bums 
<tbums@gc.peachnet.edu> 
Ambassadors 
.Meets: Thu., lla.m. 
Lanier AB in Student Center 
Contact: Michelle B. Brown 
<mbbro@gc.peachnet.edu> 
AnlmeCub 




~: Tue., 2 p.m. 
Wed., 12p.m. 
Music/Art Building-1l9 
Contact: Stacey Koffman 
<sl<cllinan@gc.peadYlet.edu> 
Band 
Meets.:Tue. &Thu., 1p.m. 
Music & Art Building 
Contact: Andrew Santander 
<asiJ ta cb@9:.pea:Ini!t.edu> 
Baptist student Union 
Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
Lanier ABC-Student Center 
Contact: Daniel Burbank 
<~a:m> 
Campus Activities Board 
~:Fri ., 12 p.m., Lower 
Faculty Dining Room 
Student Center 
Contact: Michelle S. Brown 
<rnstraMl@Igc.pmchIEt.ErlJ> 
nasty. Ms. Loyee Ling demon-
strated the colorful and elegant 
fabrics that comprise the Qi-Pao 
dress of the Qing dynasty. She 
also demonstrated the art of Chi-
nese call igraphy. Ms. Ying Cao 
performed ribbon danc ing, a 
popular Chinese folk dance. 
Members of the student center 
audience volunteered to learn 
the basics of ribbon dancing. 
The stude nt center is not 
known to be a quiet place. Stu-
dents go there to socialize, listen 
to music and watch TV. However, 
when Mr. Zhenya He demon-
strated his art forms, the audi-
ence was completely quiet and 
attentive. Mr. Zhenya He dem-
onstra ted the martial arts of 
Shao-Lin Quan (Shao-Lin Fist), 
Wu-Dang Quan and a sword 
form . The respect that the audi-
ence paid Mr. He re flected the 
Campus Crusade for 
Christ 
Meets: Mon. 12 p.m. 
Lanier ABC -Student Center 










~: Mon., 12 p.m. 
ACAD.2-103 
CooI9ct: Douglas Young 
<dyoung@gc.peachnet.edu> 
Education Cub 
.M.e:ets: Tue., 12 p.m., l ower 
Faculty Dining Room 
-Student Center 
Contact: John O'Sullivan 
<josIJllivan@gc.peadYlet.edu> 
Engineering Club 
Meets:Wed., 12 p.m. 
Science Building-228 
Contact: Jeff Turk 
<jturk@gc.peachnet.edu> 
Film & UturabU'e 
Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
Library-220 
Contact: Erin O'callaghan 
<emoJox@yahoo.com> 
intensity and nobility of the dem-
onstration. 
Tuesday's program was di-
rected towards the evening stu-
dents. Ins tead of the usual 
evening menu, Chinese cuisine 
was served in the cafeteria. 
Wednesday's international fair 
consisted of21 regional displays 
in the student center. Repre-
sented were Burma, Columbia, 
Costa Rica, Ecuador, Egypt, EI 
Salvador, France, Germany, Haiti, 
Honduras, Japan , Korea, the 
Kurdish (Turkey, Iran, Iraq and 
Syria), Laos, Mexico, Peru, Po-
land, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, Thailand, Venezuela and 
Vietnam. The fa ir offered a wide 
variety of food, history, music 
and other cultural exhibits. GC 
students, faculty and staff ob-
tained clear idea of exactly how 






Science Buil ing - 203 
Contact: Jim Konzelman 
<j<a 1M 18 @;J:.~ Iet.a1J> 
latino Student 
AssocIation 
~: Wed., 12 .m. 
PREP Office in Student 
Center 
Contact: l ee Anzola 
<lanzola@gc.peachnetedu> 
_Cub 
Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
ACAD. 3-1381 






Science Buil ing - 228 





Contact: Michelle S. Brown 
<rnstlrt>M1@g:.peadYlet.edu> 
5e00ndWind 
~:Wed., 12 p.m., 
l ower Faculty Dining Room 
-Student Center 






Contact: John Alligood 
<jall7B76@gc.peachnetedu> 
Aside from giving students the 
opportunity and excuse to meet 
their international fellows, the fair 
allowed students. to find out ex-
actly where on the map our fel-
low students are from. Bu Tan is 
a Kurdish student whose display 
showed something you. would 
not find on most maps . The 
Kurdish come from Kurdistan, a 
region that covers parts ofTur-
key, Iran, Iraq and Syria. 
Thursday program was an 
evening mixer/tour for the par-
ents ofGC's Latino students. It 
was a one-hour event directed at 
associating the parents with the 
GC conununity that their children 
attend. It also allowed for mean-
ingful communications concern-
ing the needs of these interna-
tional students and parents. 
Students for Environ-
mental Awareness 
Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
SCience Building - 136 




Meets: Wed., 12 p.m. 
SGA office- Student Center 
Contact: Noah Anderson 
<~.o:m> 
Students In Free 
Ente<prise 
Meets: Fri. , 12 p.m. 
ACAD. 3 -186 
Contact: Katie Simmons 
<~peactra:edu> 
Visual Arts Magazine 
Meets:Mon., Ua.m. Spring 
Art and Music Building 
Contact: Anne Bessac 
<abessac@gc.peachnet.edu> 
If you would like to 
see ~our club on 
t is directory 
or need to 
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SIFE: Building a'Better World 
Local businesses get help from 
Students In Free Enterprise 
By Chris Riddle 
Oubs Editor 
crld4970@gcpeachnet.edu 
Students In Free Enterprise 
meets every Friday at noon in 
Academic Building 3, room 186. 
SIFE is actively involved on 
campus as well as in the sur-
roW1ding business areas. 
SIFE isa valuable asset (or any 
student who is looking to meet 
with local businesses and busi-
ness people. "It gives you a 
chance to do different projects," 
said Katie Simmons. an advisor 
forSIFE. 
SlFE just finished their ' 'Re-
sponsible Use of Credit Week." 
The week started with putting 
up posters around school. "We 
put out signs all over the school 
about credit ... kind of like an 
awareness thing," said Je ff 
Mayka, business major and SlFE 
membe<. 
They also began a Credit! 
Money Management Contest 
during this week. This contest 
consist of a worksheet of ques-
tion from which four winners will 
bechosen and will receive a cash 
p=. 
They set up displays during 
the week showing the average 
college student's credit debt bur-
den . 
During the International Fair 
that was held on Nov. 14 they 
had a display showing the cur-
rency and exchange rates of 
other countries. 
They also take part in many 
activities outside ofGC. Nov. 27 
SlFE members plan to take their 
annual retreat to Tut's Mountain 
in Clayton, GA. 
The organization also plans to 
host a Business Advisory Board, 
sometime late Novemberor early 
December, where they hope to 
have 45 business people attend. 
SIFE members will be able to 
meet and talk with these business 
leaders. 
In December SIFE is discuss-
ing attending the Economic De-
velopment Seminar in Atlanta. 
The event will take place at the 
World Congress Center and will 
again allow SIFE members the 
opportunity to meet with promi-
nent people in the business com-
munity. 
The GC SIFE teams also takes 
part in some national competi-
tions. They compete by putting 
on projects such as credit week. 
They support their fi nancial 
needs a lot within the club by 
winning these competitions. 
"We've won ... close to S50,000 
over the last ten years. We' ve 
been a regional champion eight 
years running," says Simmons. 
If you would like tojoin SIFE 
come to room 186 in Academic 
Building 3 on Fridays at noon. 




" I'm going todie," I screamed 
while falling. Afterten seconds, 
however, I felt the world was in 
my hands. 
On Sept. 28, Gainesvi lle Col-
lege gave 19 students the op-
portunity to go skydiving at 
Skydive Monroe. 
The skydiving activity was 
part of the " 12' at 12"program, 
in which 12 students are taken 
to an organized activity at noon. 
Elie Vivan Alban, a computer 
science student who works at 
the student activity division, 
coordinated the trip. 
The original price to partici-
pate in the activity is S 130. GC 
pajd S40.leaving S90 for the stu-
dents to pay. 
Seven more students were al-
lowed to go due to the big de-
mand of students waiting to 
register. 
The odyssey began by look-
ing at a IS-minute video about 
the basics of skydiving. Stu-
dents then had to sign a con-
tract releasing Skydive Monroe 
from any responsibilities. Later, 
in groups of three to four, stu-
dents boarded a small plane and 
jumped, each with a profes-
sional instructor attached to 
their back controling every-
thing. This is known as Tandem 
skydiving. Each student re-
ceived a Certificate of Achieve-
ment signed by the instructor 
performing the jump with a 
given student. 
For many students, this ex-
perience signified the best feel-
ing one can have. Juan Carlos 
Becerra, a business administra-
tion major felt, " It was the most 
amazing experie nce I ever 
had. .. GC should do moreactivi-
ties like skydiving every semes-
ter." Equa lly excited, M ike 
Song, a criminal justice major, 
thought, ' 'This activity was a 
once in a lifetime experience:' 
9/11 Attacks Inspire Students to Seek Spirituality On Campus 
I, 
Ib' Suzanne Hams 
• !' . 
Contributing Writer 
sharS284@gc.peachnet.edu 
Across the nation, many are 
fee ling a heightened sense of 
spiritual awareness after the 
events surrounding the Sept. II 
attacks. Two outreach organiza-
tions on campus at Gainesville 
College are available to students 
who want to share' in their spiri-
tuality. Accordi ng to Sarah 
commented, "Severa l peop le 
Ilave come 10 Christ because of 
the tragedy. They realized that no-
body is guaranteed tomorrow, 
and they didn't have peace about 
their relationship with God and 
eternity. But several do now. The 
Bible says that His ways are not 
our ways, and Sept. II proved 
that. 
"God is not the author of any-
thing bad, that is not his nature, 





to Him, and 
we have 
grown more 
united as a 
country, and 
what a beau-
tifu l thing 









lion at GC, 
" Interest [in 
'religion1 was 
increasing, 








Union at GC 
Members of Gampus Grusade for Ghrist 
(GGG) meet and gather for prayer. 
Baptist Student Union (BSU) discusses 
current events on campus. 
terdenom ina -
tional aspect of 
CCC. Even 
though many 
s tudent s a t -
tend both 




age one a n-
other, and offer 
praise and wor-
ship to God for 
h is gift of 
C hri st Jesus 
our Lord ." 





thei r be li e fs. 
added, "Being 
a Christian is . 
not about a 
bunch of rules 
and command-
ments. It is all 
about freedom. 
God has set me 
free from my 
sin." 
Jeffers sees 
BSV as "a time to come and get 
away from the stress, fo rget 
about the upcoming tests and 
quizzes and just enjoy the fel-
lowship with other people and 
learn and be challenged to live 
boldly for Jesus Christ." Booker 
noted , "cec and BSV are both 
Christian ministries at GC. The 
biggest difference [between the 
two groups] is probably the in-
"We try to feed the students ... 
physically and spiritually," said 
Jeffers. 
Each organization offers con-
certs, guest speakers and commu-
nity activities during the year. 
ecc meets every Mon. in the 
Student Center in Lanier Rooms 
A, B, & C al noon. BSV meets 
every Wed. in Lanier A & B at 
noon. 
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Our Changing World 
Since last I brought forth my 
banter in the Athens Section 
Editorial, much has happened 
in Athens and across the world. 
The Bulldogs have risen to 6-3 
and have become Bowl eligible. 
Tim Reynolds visited our 
humble abode to share his in-
credible guitar work that led him 
to fame w ith the Dave 
Matthews Band. 
In the broader picture the U.S.' 
has moved forward in our war 
on terrorism but our nation is 
still fearful because of consis-
tent Anthrax break outs and of 
another American A ir li nes 
planc to fa ll kill ing over 250. 
Where do we students fi t in 
the middle of all this? Well I 
think we all have a great oppor-
tunity in front of us. Ourpresi-
dent has put before us the great 
challcnge of pursuing our daily 
activities without fear of terror-
ist activities. And I believe that 
we are in fact doing just that. 
Malls across Atlanta have 
been packed the paSt few weeks, 
along with crowds slowly grow-
ing back to sell out numbers at 
sporting events across t he 
A thens 
E d it o r 
Nick 
Brown 
country. And continuing this 
trend is not only a good thing 
for the stance OU T coun lry 
needs to take in the wake of the 
past few months, but it is also 
healthy for individuals minds. 
But on a more important note 
there is also morc important 
things we as students can ac-
complish. One thing being to 
continue voca l and written 
support to our troops over seas 
and our friends in the various 
safety forces across our coun-
try, especially in New York city. 
We can also voice our senti-
ments to our governing offi-
cials by supporting various 
student political rallies and 
groups at our various cam-
puses. And of course the con-
tinued support of the American 
Red Cross by donations of 
blood. clothing, and money 
gifts. 
Top Five: 
Y MCA Open to GC Students 
In Spring 2002, AthfJns Center Will Have Access 
to Racquetball Courts, Pool, and More 
By Nick Brown 
Athens Editor 
nbro3144@gc.peachnet.edu 
Starting with the Spring 2002 
semester, Gainesville College 
Athens Center students will have 
full use of the Athens YMCA. 
The Athens Center does not 
have any type offacililies like are 
avai lable on 
the GC home 
campus , so 
GC staffwent 
10 the YMCA 
to get Athens 
Center stu-
dents permis-
sion to use 
their facilities. 
sticker that will be placed on the 
back of student ID cards. The 
sticker will simply let the YMCA 
know that the student has per-
mission to use their fac ili ties. 
The YMCA has squash 
courts, mat rooms, a pool, ex.er-
cise classes, racquetball courts, 
free we igh ts and machine 
weights, treadmills, and much 
more available 10 the students. 
There are also group programs 
available like basketball, exercise 
c lasses, karate, aquatic pro-
grams, Yoga, and several Bible 
studies. 
The YMCA will be taken care 
of through studcnt activity fees 
and will not cost anything for stu-
dents. This is a tremendous op-
po r tun it y 




and one thai 






go to the 
Athens Cen-
ter office to 
rece ive a 
The Athens Y. M. C.A. will be open to GC students 
Athens Center for the 2002 Spring semester. The fa-
cilities include squash and racquetball courts, a pool, 




just off of 
Hawthorne 
and Pr ince 
Avenue. 
Things We Just Never Want To See 
S. Runging the ball off the one yard line on first and goal 
with 16 seconds left on the clock. Even Bobby (ox knows 




4. Michael Jackson trying to make a pop music comeback ... 
One comeback by a man named michael is more than 
enough for us thank you. 
3. Hillary Clinton wearing a two piece bathing suit ... I know 
she is a role model, but that doesn't mean we want to see 
her rolls. 
2. Any more Mariah carey movies ... Please, just say no! 
And that probable goes for more than just moves Mariah. 
1. The closing of the GC Athens Center ... I mean really, 
what do you Oakwood people do at night? 
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Tim Reynolds Plays the Georgia Theatre 
By Kyle Wehrend 
Reprinted with permission 
from The Red & Black 
Tim Reynolds, who played 
lead op guitar in the first 
As one of the country's pre-
eminent guitar gurus, Tim 
Reynolds has a lot to say - and 
not just about music. 
"There is a coming conscious-
ness revolution. The best thing I 
can do is find an antidote," 
Reynolds said. "The antidote is 
lotal meditation ... where you feel 
focused." 
After meeting Dave Matthews 
in a bar, the two fonned a unique 
musical relationship. 
"I played at this place, Miller's, 
and he was a bartender there," 
Reynolds said. 
With a finn reputation as the 
only lead guitarist on the first 
three Dave Matthews Band al-
bums, Reynolds would seem to 
be a regular member of the band. 
However, Reynolds said he 
feels differently about his status 
in the Dave Matthews Band. 
"Playing with Dave gave me a 
chance to play for a living," 
Reynolds said. 
Yet, in regard to his role in The 
Dave Matthews Band, Reynolds 
remains on the sideline, choos-
ing instead to pursue his own 
endeavors. 
" I just can't help but do what I 
want to do," he said. "Embellish-
ment is what I do (on The Dave 
Matthews band albums). Some 
parts, people might like more than 
others." 
On his latest album, "Nomadic 
Wavelength," Reynolds leaves 
Tim Reynolds plays 
for his hordes of 
fans exploring his 
maverick yearnings. 
behind the stadium tours and 
hordes of fans to explore his 
maverick yearnings. 
With nothing more than acous-
tic guitars and the occasional 
electronic exploration, Reynolds 
blows through each track with 
the precision of a master. 
Reynolds' love of the guitar 
quickly turned into a love of all 
forms of music . With a working 
knowledge of at least five differ-
ent instruments, Reynolds en-
joys musical exploration. 
"I play pretty much anything 
with string's, mostly guitar," 
Reynolds said. 
Some of these explorations 
make their way onto Reynolds' 
new album, distinctly wedged in 
between the more grounded 
acoustic songs. 
"I make these sounds using ef-
ftits and play up the sonic ele-
ments," he said. 
Taking a somewhat contradic-
tory stance about his latest mu-
sical endeavor, Reynolds likes to 
keep people guessing. 
'" don ' t really listen to acous-
tic music," he said. " I listen to 
metal. It 's not really me to appeal 
to the masses. If you do, you 
become ... gross rock. I liked (mu-
sic) when it became more honest 
and more political like Nirvana 
and Nine Inch Nails." 
Don ' t try to label Reynolds 
though. As a member of his band 
Puke Matrix - yes, he knows it 
sounds funny, and he likes i~ that 
way - as well as a heavy metal 
band, Reynolds is definitely left 
of center. 
"All genres are silly," he said. 
"l1mt's why 1 like al l genres. Our 
whole society breaks things 
down into one sentence. That's 
a real simple way to look at 
things. I' ve a1ways been into dif-
ferent types ormusic." 
Bulldogs Fall Just Short In..final Second 
By Nidc Brown 
Athens Section Editor 
nbf03144@gc.peachnet.edu 
The Georgia Bulldogs (No. 19) 
lost a close one to the Auburn 
Tigers(no.24) . The Bulldogs and 
the Tigers went score for score 
almost the emire Dight in one of 
the most exciting games of the 
season . With 6:47 left in the 
game, the Tigers Carnell 
"Cadillac" Williams scored the go 
ahead touchdown. and the Bull-
dogs were IIOt able to recover. 
After the touchdown, the Bull-
dogs got the ball back. but could 
not do anything with it and 
kicked it back to the Tigers. But 
with less than 2 minutes to go, 
the Dogs held Auburn on 3 and 
I 10 force them to punt. This gave 
the team one last opportunity to 
tie or win the game. 
On two long pass plays by QB 
David Greene to wide receivers 
Terrence Edwards and Fred 
Gibson, the Bulldogs made it 
down to the Aubwn J yard line. 
The clock stopped to move the 
first down. marlcers allowing Geor-
gia to caU a play with 16 seconds 
left. Greene handed the ball off 
TE Robert Johnson catches the go ahead touchdown for Auburn. The 
Tigers barely pulled out the 24-17 victory over the Bulldogs. 
to HB Jasper Sanks, but the Ti-
gers offensive line stepped up to 
stop him for no gain. The play 
failed and time ticked away leav-
ing the BuJldogs without another 
opportunity to get the ball into 
the end zone. 
'1'hat play was just a reaction 
10 being a yard or less away from 
the end zone, "Rict said. "Once 
it jumped out of my mouth, there 
was really no turning back. It 
jumped out a little too quick." 
The players needed for the play 
sprinted on the field while Richt 
was on the sideline hoping ev-
erything would work out. But it 
didn ' t, they fell just short. "~ I 
knew it was the wrong thing to 
do, but it was 100 late," Richt 
said. " I couldn 't stop it." 
I fthe Bulldogs had decided to 
throw with 16 seconds left, they 
might possibly have had time to 
get in 2 or3 plays before the clock 
ran out. But unfortunately, the 
calm and cool that was seen at 
the end of the Tennessee game 
was not present at the end of this 
one between the hedges. 
"We missed too many oppor-
tunities on offense," Rieht said. 
" I f; 1t the defense played well 
enough to win the football game. 
The offense didn' t cash in on the 
opportunities we had." 
The Bulldogs fall to 5-3 over-
all and 4·3 in the SEC. while the 
Tigers improve to 7-2 and 5-1 in 
conference play with a shot to 
win the SEC West and go to the 
conference title game. The Bull-
dogs face Ole Miss on Nov. 17'" 
for their next game, followed by 
Georgia Tech and Houston. The 
Bulldogs need to win one more 
game to qualify for Bowl Game 
eligibility. 





Th e Atlanta 
Ballet wi l l be do ing 
its ann ual per for man ce 
of The Nutcracker by John 
McFall again this seaso n. 
The performance will be at 
the Fabulous Fox Theatre t hat 
has been turned into a winter 
wonderland. Tickets are on sale 
at The Fox bo x office and at 
TicketMaster. The ticket prices 
range from $18-$50 a ticket. 
For more information call 
The Fox Theater at 
( 404)817-8700. 
coni. BBB 
Canine Assistants Care, Inc. 
Carrie Steele Pitts Home, Inc. 
carter center, Inc. 
Catholic Social Services, Inc. 
Carter Center, Inc. 
Catholic Social Services, Inc. 
Center for the Visually Impaired, Inc. 
Christian City, Inc. 
Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta 
Creative Enterprises, Inc. 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation·GA Chapter 
Feed the Hungry Foundation, Inc. 
Georgia COunCil on Economic Education 
Gwinnett County Association for Retarded Otizens 
In Touch Ministries, Inc 
Junior Achievement Of Greater Atlanta, Inc. 
leukemia Society of America-GA Chapter 
Uteracy Action, Inc. 
Uteracy Volunteers of America 
Mardl of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation· 
National Kidney Foundation of Georgia, Inc. 
Our House, Inc. 
Better Business 
Bureau, BBS, has standards set 
for Organizations that collect money 
for causes. The follow bUSinesses comply 
with these regulations and give 100% to the 
charity: 
American Cancer Sodety·Georgia Division 
American Heart Association·Georgia Chapter 
American lung Association of Georgia 
American Red Cross·Metro Atlanta Chapter 
Atlanta COmmunity Food Bank 
Atlanta Humane Society 
Atlanta Jewish Federation 
Atlanta Union Mission 
Big Brothers/Sisters of Metro Atlanta 
Camp Fire Boys & Girls, Inc. 
L ~:-: ~ L ~Jrl j9r 
3"0'; tIJ ,,~jC3J 
t 1]( Li gh~~ j~ _ W"';~ 
flO W throumh 
.rri ill (!I" " f , =$ B~~~;~~ '1: 
coni. BBB 
Partnership Against Domestic 
Violence 
Project Read, Inc. 
Safe America Foundation 
Se<:urus House 
Senior Citizen Service of Metropolitan Atlanta 
Senior Connection, Inc. 
Sickle cell foundation of Georgia 
SOutheastern legal Foundation, Inc. 
United Way of Metropolitan Atlanta 
YMCA of Metropolitan Atlanta 
If you have further questions about organizations that collect 
money for charities The Better Business Bureau can be 
contacted at (212) 35B-2873 or at their web Site, 
www.ne~rk.bbb.org . 
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At GTA, Dibben Does it All and Then Some 
By Chandra Owenby 
Contributing Writer 
cowe4288@gc.peachnet.edu 
Francine Dibbcn, the business 
manager for the Gainesville The-
atre Alliance, has been working 
in a variety of aspects in the arts 
for over fifteen years. As busi-
ness manager Oibben coordi-
nates all publicity aspects in-
volved with promoting the 
shows. Her work covers: press 
releases, playbil ls and programs, 
newspaper ads, and radio spots. 
Also tracking the yearly budget 
and grant writing 8 TC part of 
Oibben's daily work with the the-
at re. Speaki ng 0'( her work, 
Dibben commented, ''The most 
lime consuming thing, I would 
say is j ust promoting the the-
atre." 
Before discovering theatre in 
the mid-eighlies, Oibben traveled 
extensively aft er college. She 
graduated from the University of 
Maryland with an anthropology 
degree, and moved to Euro pe 
shortly after. Traveling and play-
ing music with a group of 
friends, Dibben met her husband 
in a pub in London. 
They moved back to the 
states, and married in 1975. They 
Francine Dibben, business manager for GTA, stays busy with 
promoting the theatre and working on many other projects. 
spent the next four years driving 
trucks across the U.S. Aftercom-
ing back to Georgia, the Dibbens 
moved into a duplex in 
Gainesville. Downstairs lived a 
young couple involved in the . 
theatre. 
Chris Curran was the theatre 
teacher at Brenau University. His 
wife, K.T., di rected the children's 
theatre program there also. After 
taking Katie's advice to work 
with the theatre, Dibben was hired 
in 1986. She began working im-
mediately in thc theatre.She cov-
ered the box office as well as the 
work she does now for the the-
.!re. 
Students from GC and Brenau 
University have worked with 
Dibben closely for years now. 
Tatom Pender, a junior at Brenau, 
said, "Francine is extremely dili-
gent in everything she does, she 
helps our department so much." 
Boone Hopkins, ajunior at GC, 
stated, "The amount of work she 
does in our theatre is incredible." 
In addition to handling the 
business of the theatre, Dibben 
is also working on a number of 
projects . GTA mosaic is one 
project she has had an instru-
menta l ro le in c reat ing. The 
project is a type of think tank 
composed ofa number of diverse 
community members. Its goal is 
to come up with solutions on how 
to make the theatre better reflect 
the diverse community it serves. 
Artistic director of GTA, Jim 
Hammond, commented th at 
Dibben is an exciting person to 
work with and is an incredible 
representative of the theatre. He 
believes Dibben has been "a 
leader on lots of different fronts" 
within the theatre. 
Dibben lives in Hall county 
and spends her free time cook-
ing, gardening, reading, and ber 
family, husband Jim and two 
daughters Melissa (16) and An-
drea (14). Dibben is also currently 
pursuing her master 's degree 
through evening classes at UGA. 
D ibben s lales, "The th ing 
that's kept me here is that the 
people that I' m working with are 
just really inspiring ... I like being 
part of a collaboration. 10 me 
that's the nature of theatre, that's 
why it 's so exciting." 
Life After Napster: An Explosion of Alternatives 
By Jennifer Kent 
Staff Writer 
jken7130@gc.peachnet.edu 
The reign of Napstcr is over 
and there is hope elsewhere to 
find mp3 'so There arc other mu-
sic downl oad programs an d 
some of them actually work! 
Here's a quick reference on what 
worked and what flopped. 
A few of these new down-
load programs include 
Audiogalaxy Satellite, 
audioGnome, BearShare . 
Swapnul, Morpheus and KaZaA. 
WinMX, and iMesh. Actually, 
iMesh came complete with a 
nasty little surprise, the 
Blackstone Virus. It's not clear 
just what the virus does. but it's 
not recommend to download 
iMesh. 
To start with what bombed, 
uscrs have a hard timc connect-
ing to AudioGnome. After con-
necting to Bea rShare use rs 
couldn't connect to any of the 
downloads. This is not to say 
that maybe others won't have 
better luck. Audiogalaxy Satellite 
of the downloads. 
One good program for down-
loads is WinMX. though o nly 
recommended for more advanced 
computer users. The interface is 
not the easiest in the world to 
maneuver through but the down-























tion to any 
.a MORPHIUS 
v::y AUDIO CLUB 
........ --.-,-_ ... .., --......... -
MorphiusiKaZaA has the easiest and most user-
friendly interface, pretty reasonable download 
rates, and a variety of file types for download. 
are a variety of 
file types to 
down l oad 




the files at Ihe 
time that users 
would want 
them. which is 
why they 
have a feature 
somewhat likc 





only works but 
it 's easy to use 
and . like 
WinMX, users 
can download more than just 
mp3's. The bad news is it 's a little 
slow loading and often thedown-
load rates are less than pleasant. 
With a DSL connection the rates, 
on average, hit around 2.5 kb per 
second (which isn't very good). 
Apparently slow download rates 
can happen no matter how good 
ofa program you 're using. 
Take for instance, Morphius, 
a program that is by far the best 
out of all the programs tested but 
on occssion it will also drop to 
some of the slower download 
rates . As a mailer of fact, 
Morphius and KaZaA are the ex-
act same program. Morphius I 
KaZaA has the easiest and most 
user-friendly interface, pretty rea-
sonable download rates (better 
than Swapnut's), and you have 
a variety of file types available 
for download. 
So don't pay for a download 
service like Club Pie when there 
are download services for free. 
• 
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Art Gallery Back at Gainesville College With a Vengeance 
By Chris Riddle 
OubsEditor 
crld4970@gc.peachnet.edu 
The art gallery will reopen Dec. 
3 in the Continuing Education! 
Perfonning Arts Building with a 
new look and a new name after 
renovations. 
A donation from the Roy C. 
Moore Foundation has enabled 
the staff at GC to give the gaUery 
a facelift to the front facade. The 
gallery will be renamed The Roy 
C. Moore Art Gallery. 
Assistant Pro fessor of Art 
Stacy Koffman, who has been in 
charge of the art gallery for the 
last five years, will be the Gallery 
Directory again this year. 
The gallery is not only a m~ 
of entertainment for GC students 
and staff, it is a valuable resource 
for teaching. '" try to have a di-
verse exhibition schedule," 
Koffman stated, " I like to have 
individual professional artist ex-
hibits because we use the images 
and take our studio art classes 
over there. We really use the gal-
lery as a teaching tool for our 
classes. " 
The hours of operation of the 
newly renovated art gallery will 
be posted on the door of the gal-
also be ';Works on paper in a va-
riety of mediwn," according to 
Koffman. The opening reception 
will be Dec. 4, but the exhibition 
will be open from Dec. 3 thru Feb. 
6. 
Otherexhibits thai GC will host 
this spring will include "An Ar-
tistic Discovery." This display 
includes art selected from sur-
rounding high schools for the 
National High School Art Com-
petition for the Honorable 
Nathan Deal's Ninth Congres-
sional District. The art will be 
judged and the winner will have 
his or her art hung in the Con-
gressional Tunnel leading to the 
United States Capitol. This ex-
hibit will open March 22 and will 
. close April 14. The opening re-
ception will beMarch23. 
The New Roy C. Moore Art Gallery is not only a means of entertainment 
for GC students; it is a valuable resource for teaching. Upcoming exhib-
its include "A View of a Room, ""An Artistic Discovery, " and "Graduating 
Art Students Exibilion. " 
"Graduating Art Students 
Exibition," which is held every 
year, will be in the gallery April 2 
through April 28. The opening 
reception for this show will be 
Aprilll. This exhibit will host a 
variety of wo.rlul-hom &tudenls 
graduating this year from GC. 
leI)' for the first display. Koffman 
said that the gallel)' will be open 
at least 20 hours a week and dur-
ing student activity hours. 
The gallery wiU host fourto six 
shows throughout the year. 
These exhibitions will range from 
individual artist shows to water-
color competitions. 
The fIrst exhibition that will be 
shown at the new gallery will be 
"A View ofa Room." This show 
will include "Interior scenes from 
the collections of the Georgia 
Musewn of Art," and there will 
Look for postcards that will be 
posted throughout the campus 
for more information on "A View 
ofa Room," the firstdisplay since 
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TOP TEN 
Ways to Confuse Santa 
10. Instead of milk and cookies, leave a can of Slim fast and a 
nOle explaining that you think he could stand to lose a few 
pounds. 
9. While he's in the house, go find his sleigh and wri te him a 
parking ticket. 
8. While he's in the house, go replace his reindeer with 
regulars and sec what happens when he tries to gctthcm to 
fly. 
7. Throw a surprise party for Santa and refuse to let him 
leave until after the strippers gel there. 
6. Leave a nice plate of cookies and milk with a notc for the 
T()()(h Fairy. Leave another with stale, hal f-eaten cookies and 
a dirty empty glass with a note fo r Santa. 
5. Leave a copy of your Christmas list with lasl minute 
corrections. 
4. Leave lOIs of hunting trophies and guns out where Santa 
can sec them. While he's in the house, go outside and 
shout, "1'ley look it's a deer with a red nose" and fire a gun. 
3. Paint hoof prints 0 11 your face and clothes. While he's in 
the house, run up to the roof and lay down. When he comes 
oul say you've been tran\pled and you' re going to sue. 
2. Dress up like the Easler Bunny and wait for Santa. Say 
"this town'S not big enough for the both of us." 
I . Hide in the Christmas Tree and in a Fly 's vo ice say, "Help 
Me, Help Me." 
I ". H 0 r 0 s COp e s 
Aries (Mar 21- April 19) 
You have been drinking way too 
much coffee lately. Cut down, 
then people won't be driving to 
slow for you. 
Taurus (April 20- Ma,Y 20) 
You11 find a lucky penny today. 
It will change your life! You just 
need to figure out what you 
can get for a penny these days. 
Gemini (Ma'y 21- June 20) • 
You can't keep secrets, you just ~ 
can't help it. Next time a friend ~ , 
wants to tell you a secret, 
scream "I'm not listening!H 
Cancer (June 21- Jul'y 22) 
RELAX! You've been a big ball 
of tension this past week. This 
weekend's date will go well if 
you don't embarass yourself! 
Leo (Ju19 2,- Aug 22) 
King of the jungle needs some 
rest. Instead of ruling, deligate 
some work to your subordinates, 
or you11 be completely worthless! 
Virgo (Aug 2-,- Sept 21) 
You will learn the secret to 
success this week! It's kind of 
hard to fa il, if you dont have a 
purpose to begin with. 
Sagitarius (Nov 22- Dec 21) 
The social butterfly that you've 
been fawning over will finally land 
on you. If you play your cards 
right, this might be the one! 
Capricorn (Dec 22- Jan 20) 
You will meet new friends soon ... 
they will all have steel rods 
thrugh their heads. Ask them 
where they got thOse piercings. 
Libra (Sept 22- Oct 22) e A9uariu5 (Jan 21- r-eb 18) 
STOP ~OCRASTINATING! Finals ~ • You will finally understand what 
are gettmg closer and you haven't :1i your philosophy teacher has been 
even cracked your books! You11 talking about this whole semester. 
be late to your own funeral . Now ... share the knowledge! 
-?corpio (Oct 2-,- Nov 21) 
Thank heavens you're finally 
getting over your bitchy mood 
swings •. You finally got laid didnt 
yoo? 
Pisces (r-eb 19- Mar 20) 
Still in your own little bubble J 
see. You11 have to come out 
sometime, and when you do 
make sure you brush your teeth! 
, , 
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ACROSS 
1. Greek bridal of marriage 
e: Chilean shrub 
11. Hold up 
14. ·Carmen: e.g. 
15. What Elna can do 
16. Lacross (abbrev.) 
17. Greek cheeses 
18. Wreaths 
19.Acoept 
20. Superseded by Euro 
21 . Black and __ 
22. Famous okkm tower 
23. Door 
25. Skilift 
27. Portuguese coin 
31. French suburb 
35. Archaic conversation 
36. Italian com 
37. Understanding 
38. What a preacher calls 
39. Ketchup 
40. Earty 20"' century artistic group 
41 . Lodestone 
42. Ovens 
43. Watering holes 
44. Design in itsy-bitsy bikini 
46. Tangled (variation) 
47. Ogled 
48. Family formicidae 
49. Brief stint by famous actor 
52. _ and reel 
54, Parisian love 
59. Unknown 
SO. Cab 
61 . Coarse 
62. Photo meter 
63. Old abbrev. for phoCocopier 
64. Yucca fiber 
65. Dog command 
66. Male names meaning harmony 
67. 0r81se 
POWN 
1. BooMf Prize Ieoder Martyn 
2. MimIc 





8. Tilting targets 
9. Rival of post office 
10. Clara Bow, the _ girl 
11. Talk too much 
12. Collects leaves 
13. Figure-skating jump 
19. Polynesian plant 
22. Big-screen pig 
24. Scale note 
26. Kind of haircut 
27. Hinder 
28. Combining word meaning 
30. Hawaiian musical instrument 
31. Pass oul 
32. RwlaiaAedia 
33. Counsels (8r.) 
34. Grind 
36. Exaggerated play fonn 
39. Skin 
40. Sire's mate 
42. This ends prize fight 
43. Smallest of Great lakes 
45. Sharp 
46. Fashionable. in slang 
48. Bye, bye amigo 
49. Long-running musical 
50. Not pro 
51 . Shed 
53. Bovine animals (pl.) 
55. Rolling stone gathers none 
56. Three per Inning 
57. Kind of fruit 
58. Mother of Zeus respiration 
29. Cult ad figure Joe __ 60. Up 1,0 
30. Hawaiian musical instrument63. Cellist Yo Yo 
.,..,.,..-",... 
Bagels and Cream Cheese 
Y E M V CWO M N Z 0 I MET H V J V J 
U Q W 0 YON ESP C T S T J G J R a a 
a J M L A U 1 l 0 N F T S E SAM E E P 
PALWRYOZPCLYFXESKXJR 
Y ELL PEN R R A R Y W a. J 0 Z Z K J 
Y H N P V Q NBS G B M X X 0 S N H P' G 
X X 0 I T R B Q 0 Y K P L G EW I N X H 
o P H Z Y JON 0 G 0 E Y R V T Z S W Y 
GCF ISFIMLSUGXIECZMMS 
A K Y F Y SMA T MOW E B R VUE 0 V 
M M M FlY P R G lOW e L Y L FAT W 
E Z GAO F A C I L RA G S TIS J V P 
GGRPJWKNWXQUYUHOWCOM 
EIIHBAZH$XFEVRIZGACE 
R N XES G Eye M J N leN P l A I N 
J 0 R P L A E P Z J A V M G G L N U 0 T 
l R X V TOP E K N R 0 X B G C K Z U H 
Y xes a M N J R V P T V T A E K W l I 
LWGUAPUTTQHFFKQSVJHS 
BMLUEGZZ IKAPIBGFYZHT 
("Ih!:"" I'"""", ,",, \1110/"11' I" 
hnl' ""'" I"'''' ,,,'" 
Chive Onion S.1t 
Egg Phin Sesame 
E'""Crything I>oppy SU''lIwberry 
Garlic Raisin Veggie 
Lox Rye Wheat 
The lei. curve .,~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
A+ Tutorials 
Your Math and Science Resource 
(770) 534-3257 
Over Ten Years Experience 
$30/hr individual 
Group discount available 
Algebra Biology Calculus Chemistry Human A&P Physics 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Theresa Snyder and Candi Donaldson's senior thesis project 
production of "Stop Kiss" was excellen!. The play. written ~Y 
Diana Son and directed by Mikki Daughtry, was preformed In 
Gainesvil le College's Ed Cabell theatre in early November. 
The play is about a hale crime against two homosexual females 
experiencing their first kiss in a park late one night. The emotional 
and very adult content gave the young cast some extremely p0-
tent material to work with. 
The students chose to use all of the Cabell theatre's thrust 
stage, meaning they had audience on three sides of the s~ge 
rather than only in front of it. Daughtry's direction and blockmg 
worked out wonderfully forthis type of staging, which can prove 
difficult to work with even for experienced directors. 
Also remarkable in the production was Candi Dona1dson's por-
trayal ora young woman who gets beaten very badly by a stranger. 
The character becomes immobile and cannot talk for much of the 
play. Donaldson often had to walk directly across stage to begin 
one scene after just finishing another, but she showed a passage 
of time by affecting a limp and several defonnations on her body 
by holding her ann, hand, and face crooked. S~e made wat.ching 
these scenes a heart-wrenching but very mearungful expenence. 
The Tempest 
GTA w\U be holding auditions for Shakespeare's ''The Tern-
pest" on December I J, starting at 5:30 PM in Brenau Uoi~'s 
Pearce Auditorium. The production will be directed by Jim 
Hammond and has four to eight femaJe roles and seven to ten 
male roles depending on creative casting. The show will run for 
the public February 19-24,2002 in Pearce Auditoriwn. 
Anyone wanting to audition should prepare a one minute 
classical monologue. Either comedic or dramatic is acceptable. 
Call Francine Dibben at 770-718-3606 to make an audition ap-
pointment. 
"The Tempest" is a fantasy story set on a lonely island. The 
character Prospero uses magic 10 conjure a stonn hoping to re-
lease '"not only his daughter from loneliness or his enchanted 
servant from bondage. but his own heart from darkness." It is 
one of the last plays that Shakespeare ever wrote. 
THE WASH 
Scan's (Dr. Ore} car is oul of 
commission and he 's about to 
be evicted from the crib he 
shares with best bud Dee Loe 
(Snoop Oogg). Sean snags the 
assistant manager position at 
Mr. Washington's (George 
Wallace) car wash, where he 
climbs the ladder by going from 
friendly roughneck to Dee 
Lee's condescending superior. 
Sean 's job feeds his ego but 
he hides it when macking a 
pretty rich girl. Friendships are 
frayed when Dee Loc deebos, 
from Friday, car wash supplies 
and gets reprimanded by Sean. 
Tensions flare as Washington 
begins to receive frightening 
phone calls from an Enimem 
wannabe; the car wash owner 
is kidnapped and Dee Lee and 
Sean join forces to free their 
stingy boss. The film's booty-
worship is offensive but not as 
much as the deadly pacing of 
this film; the jokes aren'l nec-
essari ly bad, just flat and few 
and far between. As ifhelmed 
during a poHtoked stupor, the 
film isa lazy mess; you'll have 
a hard time figuring out who's 
dreaming what and where the 
film is trying to go. This ain't 
no Friday, but I do recommend 
going to see this movie just for 
the pure ghelto value. 
LIFE AS A HOUSE 
The actors are aU very real, 
the characters rich and devel-
oped, and the situations are all 
easily identifiable to our own 
lives. You ever had issues of 
love with your own papa? 
Watch this movie! The basic 
idea behind the film has been 
seen before in various incarna-
tions (the past of one man leads 
to the present of his own son ... 
repeating the same mistakes as 
your father, etc ... ) The.film plays 
well, il touches your bean, it'll 
make you cry, it even slaps a 
couple of goofier sexual sub-
plots in there for kicks and lev-
ity. Granted, some may swat this 
puppy aside as yel another en-
try into the Oscar "sappy" hail 
offame. For hisrole Kevin Kline 
definately should recieve an 
Oscar for this one. Kevin KJine 
reaUy comes through here as a 
man attempting to close the 
wounds of his own past, while 
making sure thai hi's son 
doesn't follow in bis footsteps 
and leads a better, stronger life. 
The rest of the cast is aJso very 
strong. especially the future 
Auakin Skywalker, Hayden 
Christian-sen. I also loved Mary 
Steenburgen, as well as Jena 
Malone and Kristen Scott Tho-
mas. They gave the movie a cer-




Dore:WbCD II ', Time To Mike A Cbagre 
Offir£:q1iru ~ Jl, 1001 
__ TW.!!!!t!!Ol.!H!!u!!!n!!!d!!!r!.!!!e!.!!d!..!D~o~I!!!la!!!rs~a!!!n!!ld!!..!!XX!!..!!c,",e!!ln...,ts,"----__ Dollan 
YourOloke, $200 off: 
I.Security Deposit 
2. Reservation Fee 
3, cash Back 
SHALLOW HAL 
Some laughs, a surprising 
amount of genuine emotion. 
Fairly enjoyable for the most 
part, but nol a side-splitter by 
any means, and certainly not 
worth more than the price of a 
video s tore rental. On the 
whole, this film just had too 
many flaws to overlook, like: 
all of its "big" jokes are show· 
cased in the trailer, the film 
seems to go on forever. There 
are bizarre-looking individuals 
in the film for no apparent rea-
son other than the fact that 
they will stick out (I'm referring 
to the handicapped dude and 
the huge Hawaiian guy in par. 
ticular- o r were they sup· 
posed to be funny or some-
thing?), certain scenes are in-
cluded for obvious "schock" 
value, but add very little to the 
story (is that a tail or are you 
just glad to see me?) and 
Gwyneth in the fat suit certainly 
didn't look like Gwyneth, but 
she defmitely dieWt look like a 
real "fat" person either. Did Ja· 
son Alexander's character re-
ally look or sound like a 
"Mauricio" to anybody? Was 
thai the Lucky Charms "magi-
cally delicious" guy as 
Gwyneth's dad or a man with 
an exaggerated Irish accent? 
And why did Black's "hypno-
s is" effect only seem to be 




Thursday and Friday Nov. 
29 and 30 at 8 p.m. There are 
going to be a 40 voice quire 
accompanied by a stringed 
orchestra. The musical will be 
head at Blackshear Place Bap-
tist Church on 1-985, Exit 16, 
in Oakwood on the comer of 
Mundy Mill (Hwy 53) and 
Atlanta Hwy. Tickets maybe 
purchased at Lancaster Mu-
sic, at the door or charged by 
phone al 770·534-2787. The 
ticket cost is: S 12 general ad-
mission, $ 10 senior and stu-
dentS, $5 kids 6-12 and free 
forldds 1-5. 
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Surviving Christmas at GC 
By Ben Harris 
Contributing Writer 
jhar9433@gc.peachnet.edu 
As the combination of finals 
and the holiday season ap-
proach us here at Gainesville 
College, a lot of myths and mis-
conceptions that are associated 
with this time of the year rear their 
ugly beads. However, this year, 
you will be prepared to wade 
through the nonsense and get 
straight to the meat, because I 
am here to clear up any confu· 
sion you may have. 
First and foremost, Jet 's begin 
with school. Final exams as a 
whole are a joke. Sure, on the 
syllabus instructors tell you that 
your final will count for a certain 
percentage of your blah blah 
blah. Don't believe the hype. 
Any seasoned college student 
will tell you that the final exam is 
the oldest gag in the book. In-
SUUCtors-wiU C.VCD' piac.e bela i.n 
regards to how many suckers 
they will have show up for these 
silly li tt le cltcrcises. So forget 
about all of that studying, and 
don 't waste your money bulking 
up on coffee. Instead, spend this 
time leisurely surfing the Internet 
trying to find new ways to make 
eggnog and the best way to try 
that sneaking down chimneys 
nick. 
Now that you've licked (hat 
whole cramming problem, 
you can focus on your 
fundage. As we all know, 
Christmas is a leech on the 01' 
bank account . As co llege 
chumps we need all the dough 
we can get. Before you start 
hocking semi-vital organs, ana-
lyze your belongings. What can 
be sold? How about text-
books! All of those books 
you laid down cold hard 
cash for at the beginning 
of the semester can tum back 
into money before your very 
eyes. But don't be bullied by 
those ladies in the bookstore. 
Sure they may look and seem 
harmless, but they are well sea-
soned scam artists. As we all 
know, books appreciate in value 
overtime, ifyoudon't believe me, 
go into any used bookstore and 
try to get a fU'St edition copy of 
Moby Dick without baving to 
take out a small loan. So these 
ladies will try to low-ball you the 
flISt chance they get. Don't be 
surprised if you get an offer of 
no more than $10 per book. 
Unfortunately that frre-kin-
dling market is saturated 
with these thieves, and won't 
have much success with 
them. Therefore, what you 
must do is take your prod-
uct to the streets. Find stu-
dents laking that calculus n 
class with Clendenning next 
semester and sell them 
your book for at least $5 
MORE than what you 
paid . They may have 
heard rumors that the 
bookstore will sell it to 
them cheaper, and some 
people can be rather 
stubborn. Rather 
than argue with 
lbem.1IQU. matt 
need to stretch 
the truth just a 
bit. Insist that you 
wrote test questions 
all throughout the 




cake. The only problem 
you' ll have left is making proper 
change. 
Now that your cash flow is in 
order, it's time toanalyze the time 
honored tradition of gift ex-
change during the holidays. Now, 
television and the media try and 
tell you ev- ery year 
the shiniest 
toys and 
newe s t 
products is 
the only way 
to go. This is 
just a commercial 
myth. It 's an image that Corpo-
rate America paints and depends 
on the slack-jawed consumers 
biting. But this year not only can 
we make a satement as a con-
sumer, but we will also give gifts 
with more heart and love than 
anything sold at Best Buy 
could provide . I'm talking 
thrifi shop Christmas. There an: 
enough thrift stores scattered 
throughout the Gainesville/At-
lanta area that lack of selection 
is never a problem. Now I know 
what you are thinking, "But Ben, 
what about all that money we 
just got finished raising?" To 
that I remind you of the 
catalog you were drool-
ing over earlier in the 
year. You know what 
I ' m talking about, 
don' t try to hide iL Any 
left over buckage can be 
applied to ac -
quiring that 
for, might I suggest gold and 
purple Hammer pants? And 
don't let a coffee stain on that 
pink warm-up suit discourage 
you from buying it for little 
Suzy. You must remember the 
entire reason we are shopping 
at thrift-stores in the flISt place. 
Thru~nisofco~tose­
leet that perfect gift withjust the 
right balance of comfort and 
cbaracter, and any stains or 
quirks in the workmanship are 
constant reminders that the gift 
has a history and is overflow-
ing with love. In any case, each 
stain is money in the bank for a 
college consumer. 
Finally we come to the receiv-
ing end of the holiday season. 
We all agree that waiting until 
Christmas monting to open all 
of our gifts is demented and 
cruel. Don't tell me that you 
never unwrapped the comer of 
a present just to inside 
"'~~::;::f."~tha~t~y~OU bothered to tape it back 
piness, satisfac-
tion, and self-indul-
gence aren't they? 
With that straightened 
out, let's get back to thrift-
shopping. What should 
you look for? Clothes! You 
can't go wrong with a green 
patent leather jacket for Dad. 
As for your old friend Chad 
who is usually a mess to buy 
up at all. This Christmas, break 
that outdated tradition. Every 
time another package with your 
name on it arrives or ends up 
under the tree, promptly tear 
the wrapping paper off, pick 
up a camera, and take a pic-
ture of yourself hold-
ing your ncw toy. Af-
ter all of that just carry 
it to your room and 
flOd a place for it. Then, 
when Christmas morning fi-
nally docs roll around, you can 







about pesky family 
members bothering you or wait-
ing your tum in finding out what 
you got. You already know. 
Now that you are prepared 
for the hoJjday season you can 
rest easy. I hope you have found 
these tips educational and in-
sightful. As you put to practice 
this newfound knowledge I 
hope you have a safe and happy 
Holiday season, 
, 
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Got problems? Don't know what to do about them? Talk to me, Hedda Lettuce. 
All questions asked will be answered, whether printed or not. So lose your inhibitions and 
email meatheddatronics@hotmail.com. 
The following is an example of the type of questions asked: 
Dear Hedda, 
My glrtfriend and I have sex at least seven to ten times a week. SOmetimes we even have sex that many times in one day. We have 
onty been together for three and a half months. This is my first relationship, however, my girtfriend has been involved in serious rela-
tionships before. (She is 20 and I am 18.) We are both GC students and recently moved in together. We are very much in love, and 
thought It may sound to the contrary, our relationship is not based on sex. Could you please tell us If this is an abnormal relationship. 
UkeBunnies 
Dear&mny, 
If your sexual activities are not interfering with your daily life, this is not an abnormal relationship. 
You two are in the fantastic phase of a relationship called limerace. Your high desire for sex is normal in this phase. For some couples limerace can last 
any where from six months to over a year. For others, it fades out quickly after a couple of months. There is no normal amount of time for it to last. 
Most of us in limerace discover that this high level of sexual desire can ultimately make it difficult to complete all the daily tasks we are expected to 
complete~ and as the buzz of the relalionShip fades, so does the Intensity of the sexual desire. Dont be surprised, or angry, jf the frequency goes down 
somewhat over time. That too is normal. So enjoy this phase of your relationship, and understand that it is likely to change some over time to a point 
where sex is not as frequent. 
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In Merchants Crossing At Oakwood you will find a variety 
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THE LION'S DEN 
Family Hair Salon 
(770)534-3131 
.~ 
.sUBWAy-" LAtlanta Nail 
~ (770)287-0104 (770)531-1062 
• 
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Smokers Beware: Privileges Could Get Burned 
Upon reaching 18 yeaT5 of age, 
an American youth is faced with 
a myriad of choices and respon· 
sibi lities. After a lifetimeofrules 
dictated by parents, many young 
citizens look forward to breaking 
free and making their own way in 
the world. Some make thei Tway 
in the work force, while others 
tum towards academia or tech-
nology in an effort to secure a 
belleT future . 
With the newfound freedoms 
of being an adult come newfound 
responsibility. Pay your taxes. 
Pay your bills. Obey the law. Take 
care of yourself. Unfortunately, 
some teenage rebelliousness sti ll 
remains in America's fledgling 
citizens, as is evidenced in 
undcragcd dri nking and chronic 
traffic violations. 
This inherent rebelliousness is 
also seen here on the campus of 
Gainesville Col lege with our stu-
dent smokers. Walking between 
buildings, one can take in a clean 
crisp breath of air chased by a 
clo ud of carc inogenic smoke. 
Whi le it is the cho ice of the indi-
vidual to destroy his or her per-
sona l lung tissue, Gai nesville 
College provides smoking areas 
so that o ur no n-smoking stu-
dents are not subjected to the 
self-destructive choices of oth-
"'. 
Becnuse oflhc actions of indi-
vidual student smokers ignoring 
the requirement to smoke in des-
ignated smoking areas, the 
c hoice 10 smoke could be re-
moved from everyone on cam-
pus. As proven in the past. the 
actions ofthe few can limit or re-
move the privi leges for the many. 
Not only could the irrespon-
sible choices of these smokers 
possibly ruin the opportunity for 
responsible smokers on campus, 
they also seem to have a habit of 
discardi ng used c igarette butts 
on the ground whe n fi nished 
with them rather than d isposing 
them in the proper containers. 
Littering our campus with ciga-
rette butts does not present the 
imagcof a clean, respectable cam-
pus that the administration and 
most students would like to main-
tain. 
While it is the choice of an in-
d ividual to smoke, it is the re-
sponsibi li ty of that individual to 
obey the rules and regulations 
concerning smoking. Through each other, then their smoking 
the inconsiderate actions o f a future will most likelybesecured. 
few, the smokers who obey the However, if such irresponsible 
smoking requirements on cam- s mo kin g act ivi ty cont inues, 
pus could fi nd their smoking Gai nesville College adm inislra-
privileges on campus removed. tion may be forced to eliminate 
If the student smokers police smoking altogcther. 
Hang in There for the Long Run 
Somewhere between attend-
ing class. working individual 
jobs . studying and handling 
personal obligations, slUdC:nls 
have to find lime to relax. Most 
students weigh daily tasks in 
terms of hours of sleep they 
lose. Given the hectic schedule 
and da ily grind we put our-
selves through, it's a wonder 
we can find time to maintain our 
sanity. Luckily the holidays are 
here to relieve our strain and 
alleviate anxcities. 
There arc fewe r greater sta-
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bilizing factors in life lhan the fa-
miliarity of tradition. With the 
holiday break rapidly approach-
ing, we can all fall back into the 
lradition of gorging oneself on 
turkey, relaxing with family, com-
plaining about the constriction 
of o u r pa n ts a nd watc h ing 
younger relatives dash like mad 
fools for presents on Christmas 
day. For m any students of 
Gainesville College, the UpCOIll-
ing break will mean regaining 
much needed lime with the pil-
low aswel l as with fami ly. 
Hopefully, this short pause 
will remind us of why we 
struggle so hard every day. Of-
ten the value of family and 
friends takes a back seat to the 
fulfillment of per:sonal goals. 
This wil l be a time to strengthen 
the bonds with family members 
and bui ld on the solid founda-
tions of friendship. 
So'brace yourselves. Exams 
will be over soon and we can 
all breathe a little easier. Stay 
focused and hang in there. 
For mles call (770) 718-3820, 
Mon.- Fri. IOa.m. 10 4p.m. We are 
located behind the Cyber Cafe in 
the Student Center. Questions 
regarding reservations or billing are 
directed to Stephanie Kitchen 
Cell : (706) 654-0311 
stephanie3857@hotmai l.com. 
Writers Wanted ••• 
The Compass welcomes articles 
and le tters from faculty. slafT and 
students. All submissions will be 
printed on a timely and space-
available basis. Submissions 
should be in Word fonnat and 
delivered to the Compass office on 
noppy disk or emailed to 
JSTA2223@gc.peachnet.edu. Any 
pieces not meeting these criteria 
are not considered by the Editorial 
Board of the Compass to be valid 
and will not be printed. 
Questions? 
Comments? 
If you would like to respond to 
or vocie you opinion on any of 
the articles that appears in The 
Compass. please send all email 
to Jessica Stanifer at JSTA2223 
• 
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U.S. Needs 2-year 
Mandatory Service 
I find myselfamazed al people 
who believe that they have the 
right to all the freedom America 
provides, but feel they must put 
nothing forth to receive those 
rightS. They think that someone 
else should do it because it is the the ,government 
to provide those privileges. I wonder, where do they think those 
rights come from? 
Our rights and freedoms are created by individuals giving of them· 
selves to make our nation a bener place for aU of its citizens. These 
people, understanding that freedom is paid for througb self·sacri· 
flee, answered the call and labored to improve our nation. By follow-
ing in their footsteps and creating a mandatory 2-3 year federal ser-
vice for all able-bodied Americans over the age of 18, as a society we 
only stand to gain. 
I do not propose a strictly military program, because federal ser-
vice can mean much more than that. Such a program would be di-
verse enough for everyone, including military options as well as 
other types of service like the Peace Corps, Parks Service, commu· 
nily services, office staff at federaJ buildings, and a host of other 
options. 
Some would say that requiring federal service somehow takes 
away the very freedoms we seek to defend. Rights come with re· 
sponsibitities. Freedom is never absolute. We have to drive on the 
proper side of the street, pay taxes, IIDd obey the lawl - unless we 
want to be punished. Just as we require children to anend school, 
drivers to earn a license, and citizens to register before they can 
vote, the state should be able to require the services of its citizens. 
In talking about this with others I have heard the question, "What 
would all this federal service cost John Q. Taxpayer?" We can really 
be a nation of tightwads sometimes. Other nations have done this 
without bankrupting their economies, so wby couldn't iJ work in the 
stronghold of capitalism? 
A small percentage of the population would be involved at any 
given time. Federal service could provide room and board plus a 
stipend. Yes, we may be talking a Little less than minimum wage, but 
without food, rent, and utility bills, it isn't that tenible. For an eigh· 
teen-year..ald attempting to get out on their own, federal service 
could provide a welcome opportunity to establish a good work ethic 
and save some money for future goaJs. 
Few argue that this would ruin our volunteer military. That's de-
batable though. "'(es, it's good for morale to know that everyone 
serving in the armed forces is there by choice - but federal service ' 
wouldn't change that in the least. In fact, it could improve the pic-
ture by forcing everyone to consider their options. It could keep a 
lot of people out of dead-cndjobs, bring some of the best and bright· 
est into government service, and create a better workforce of those 
who have completed federal service. 
We ha.ve too many aimless people. Some prospective federal ser· 
vice employees might go on after their service 10 become the kind of 
teachers we need to overhaul our schools to provide a quality edu-
catiOn that many do not receive. Others might choose military or 
other government careers. Some might go on to become pillars of the 
community: honest lawyers, servant politicians, scrupulous busi· 
nessmen, motivated employees, and taxpayers who have tasted the 
positive side of our government by serving iL . 
FederaJ service will result in a stronger nation. Knowing you have 
served your country and are valued by the nation makes one a better 
citizen. The federaJ service performed, military and otherwise, will 
belp build a better America by instilling discipline in the nation's 
youth through teaching teamwork, integrity, civility and respect. 
Letter to the Editor 
Bookstore Overlords ... Or Not? 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing this letter in re-
sponse to the article, "Buyer Be-
ware at the Book Store" which 
appeared in the October 22 is-
sue of The Compass. I believe 
that the author made some very 
good points in his article, but I 
do feel the need to disagree on 
a few points, mainly those that 
paint s tudents as helpl ess 
victums of an OliVer Stone-like 
conspiracy. 
Firstly. the bookstore has a 
very clear return policy. A stu-
dent must have his or ber receipt 
in order to return a book. In fact, 
with each purchase the book-
store provides a large, obnox· 
ious, purple bookmark that 
states, "ktcp your recelpU" 
With regards to an attempt to 
return a book once the plastic 
cover-seal is removed, I would 
like to ask the author ifbe ever 
attempted to return a CD, DVD, 
or a similar item at a store like 
Best Buy once the packaging 
bad been removed. I feel quite 
strongJy that the bookstore staff 
is fair when considering returns. 
Secondly, although we obvi· 
ously have only one bookstore 
on campus, the bookstore's be· 
havior does not mirror that of a 
monopoly. Your readers may be 
interested to know that the GC 
bookstore makes a relatively 
small profit on sales. For ex-
ample, the two textbooks that I 
am using in my classes this se· 
mes te r were ma rked up 
approximatley t 2% over the 
price charged by the publisher. 
In comparison, the University 
of Tennessee and Pepperdine 
University marked up these 
same textbooks by about 23%. 
The Ge mark up seems even 
more reasonable when you con-
sider that the bookstore must 
use the 12% gross profits to 
pay for all of its operational 
costs. Thank the administra· 
tion for mandating the type of 
pricing policy. 
The main idea that caught my 
eye was that students are some-
how in need of help or in some 
way exploited. Nothing could 
be further from the truth. It is 
ludicrous to imply that stu· 
dents are at the mercy of lbe 
"overlords" at the bookstore. I 
am sure that the author did not 
intend to imply these notions. I 
am simply reading too much 
into the article. However, I do 
think that it is critically impor-
tant that students learn to take 
responsibility for themselves 
and their actions. In this re-
gard, my favorite part of the ar· 
ticle was the final paragraph 
which suggested that students 
be completely prepared. 
Know your class numbers 
and the names of your profes-
sors. Check the syllabus and 
be certain which books are re-
quired. The stacks of books are 
clearly marlc.ed and you· not the 
bookstore staff-should be able 
to find your textbooks. In large 
university bookstores there are 
few ifany stafTmembers avail-
able to help you, particularly on 
the first day of the semester. 
What is the moral of this tittle 
rant? Appreciate the good 
people we bave here at Ge, be 
fully prepared so that you are 
always an educated consumer, 
and most importantly be thank-
fut that 1 am not the one run-
ning the bookstore. My pa· 
tience and tolerance are much 
lower than theirs. 
_ Ryan 
BusJncss Division 
Try Responding the Write Way 
I found myself sbocked and 
amazed walking into the Com-
pass office afterthe last edition 
of The Compass. Some be-
grudged students went about 
responding to an article entirely 
the wrong way. Leaving a note 
taped to the office door of The 
Compass is not the correct way 
to express your opinions. An 
opinions piece is a newspaper 
article composed by a writer to 
convey his or her own personal 
feelings concerning a specific 
topic. An article of this type is 
not representative of the opin-
ion of the entire newspaper staff 
as a whole. 
''Trouble in the Cyber Cafe," 
submitted by a staffwriter in our 
last edition of The Compass, 
seemed to offend many students 
that frequent the Cyber Cafe. 
Some students became outraged 
because she expressed ber opin-
ion about the foul language and 
noise level in the Cyber Cafe. 
These students launched a war 
against The Compass that the 
Cyber Cafe regulars may not bC 
prepared to fight. 
We found several pages of our 
paper hanging in the CyberCafe 
with things like "We don't bang 
our moms all the time," written 
on them. Some students went as 
far as burning a copy of our pa-
per. Goodjobguys, I'm sure your 
moms are proud l' m sure they're 
counting the days until they hear 
that you admit that you only talk 
about baving sex with them 
sometimes. 
I overheard one student say-
ing that they should respond 
with something intelligenL Yeah, 
that might have been a better 
idea. It is a tittle hard to take you 
seriously when you scribble 
down comments like this with 
markers and tape them up on the 
walls. The Compass is open to 
articles submitted by anyGC stu-
dent. You all have the opportu-
nity to present your opinions in 
our paper anytime you fee l the 
need to do so. 
So, get in touch with Dan 
Meeks, the opinions editor of 
Tbe Co mpass, at dmee6221 
@gc.peachnet.edu. We're right 
next door, just stop by and say 
hello. Who knows, maybe in the 
next edition of The Compass, 
your voice can be heard in our 
Opinions section. Then maybe 
you can take it home and hang it 
on your fridge to impress mom 
with your ability to write an in-
telligent, rational response. I'm 
sure she might be growing a little 
weary of looking at the Cyber 
Cafe article that you hung up last 
month to defend her honor. 
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In Wake of 9/11, Community Matters More Than Ever 
Since the tragedy of 9/11 , 
"community" has emerged as a 
term with new importance in our 
vocabulary. Shortly after the di-
saster, news reports recounted 
the heroic acts of individuals who 
sacrificed their safety and secu-
rity for the community. We heard 
narratives of firefighters rushing 
up lbesteps of the burning Trade 
Centers, passengers who 
stonned hijackers and pentagon 
employees who searched 
through the smoke-filled hall-
ways- all to protect the commu-
nity. We also began 10 .person-
ally experience evidence of 
Americans' need for community. 
People in general seemed nicer, 
more willing to go out of their way 
to lend a helping hand. Some re-
turned to church or joined vol-
unteer organizations while oth-
'crs simply expressed the desire 
to be closer to loved ones. In 
short, Americans began search-
ing, hoping and grasping for a 
sense of community. 
As a student of communica-
tion, I believe that language is 
essential to our sense of commu-
nity. It is through discourse, de-
bate, discussion and even dis-
agreemeni that we build commu-
nity and make decisions about 
our collective future . For this rea-
son, imagine how delighted I was 
as a new faculty member to see a 
variety of activities offered to 
facilitate discussion and debate 
regarding the terrorist attacks on 
this campus. A meeting for stu-
dents was held on September 12'" 
with another meeting for the pub-
lic on September 25"'. In each of 
these forums, expert panelists 
and audience members dis-
cussed the attacks. In mid Octo-
ber cultural anthropologist 
Pamela Sezgin dealt with the is-
sue again. These were just the 
. formal activities. In talking to 
colleagues, I found that issues 
ranging from terrorism to Islam 
were discussed in nearly every 
class. Sure these communication 
exercises increased our under-
standing, but at the same time 
they contributeil to building the 
sense of community w,e have 
been so desperately seeking. 
In my Communication 1100 
classes, we engage in such com-
munity building daily through 
' our public forum exercise. Dur-
ing every class period that time 
allows one to two students sum-
marize and facilitate discussion 
on a current event covered in 
popular magazines or newspa-
pers. This exercise helps us to 
consider diverse perspectives 
and alternative courses of ac-
tion. It also helps build commu-
nity. From the feedback I've re-
ceived, most really seem to en-
joyi!. 
For this reason I was a little 
surprised at the results of a re-
cent survey I issued to some of 
my classes regarding campus in-
volvement. While the night stu-
dents noted a lack of activities, 
many day students reported that 
they felt Gainesville College pro-
vided lots of involvement oppor-
tunities for students. Many also 
reported that they felt like a part 
of a community on this campus. 
Despite tbis, an overwhelming 
number reported that they did 
not participate personally due to 
work and life commitments. I can 
definitely relate to having a fuji 
plate! But at the same time, I be-
lieve that given our new need to 
feel connected the community, 
participating is more important 
than ever. For this reason, I en-
courage students to become in-
volved in clubs, intennurals and 
workshops. Infonnalion about 
these activities can be found on 
daily bulletin board postings, the 
special event calendar in this 
newspaper and flyers posted 
around campus. As faculty mem-
bers, we should not only partici-
pate ourselves but also use our 
access to infonnation to encour-
age participation. AJI of us can 
also engage in debate over issues 
informally in our daily conversa-
tions. In this way, we all can par-
ticipate in the discussion, debate, 
deliberation and disagreement 
so essential to community build-
mg. 
Changing Times Call for Mastery of Foreign Languages 
Northeast Georgia, along with 
many other parts of the state, 
enjoys the benefit of having in-
ternational residents, many of 
whom come from Latin America 
and Southeast Asia. Because 
these immigrants speak different 
languages than English, we in 
this area face a language chal-
lenge. They want to learn English 
so they can better benefit from 
local employment. The compa-
nies that hire them, the social 
agencies that serve them and the 
churches that seek to minister to 
them often need to learn some of 
their languages to better help 
them and meet their needs. Many 
of us citizens see the need an.d 
have the desire to learn Spanish, 
Vietnamese, and other languages 
of these newly arrived people in 
order to help them, but foreign 
languages take a real investment 
oftime and discipline to learn. In 
order to assist in this need, we 
have educational organizations, 
such as the Adult Learning Cen-
ter and local churches, that help 
non-English speakers to learn 
our language. They do a great 
work. but the need is much larger 
than the number of trained lan-
guage instructors available. 
Many who desire the opportu-
nity to learn English have full-
time jobs and family responsibili-
ties. 
We should prepare to deal with 
the c01'~sequences of having ma-
jor segments of the local popu-
lation unable to communicate 
with each other. As a language 
instructor I envision a solution 
in which college students take up 
the challenge of teaching a lan-
guage and prepare for their fu-
ture careers. 
The majority of current college 
students have language require-
ments either here at Gainesville 
College or at their next institu-
tion. With this requirement in 
mind, what can these student~ 
do now to meet that" requirement, 
and to improve their attractive-
ness to future employers? They 
can use languages and language' 
related courses to prepare them-, 
selves not only to speak other 
languages, but also to assist oth-
ers in leaming them. 
As an example, let me address 
the future early childhood 
teacher. What language chal-
lenges await you when you en-
ter your class and realize that a 
significant nwnber, possibly the 
majority of your students, don't 
speak English as their native lan-
guage? With this problem comes 
a less obvious one. You may 
have difficulty communicating 
with their parents because they 
also may have limited or no En-
glish skills. True, each school or 
at least the majority of schools 
now have ESOL (English as a 
Second language) teachers that 
take your non-English speaking 
students and work with the"l an 
hour or more a day to help them 
with their new language. But what 
can you do to help those cbil-
dren make the connection be-
tween the ESOL classroom and 
your language arts instruction? 
As a future foreign language 
professional, my best recommen-
dation at Gaineville College for 
you is to take a lOO2-level for-
eignlanguageinAreaB. You may 
choose Spanish because many 
of your students will speak that 
language or your next institution 
may require it, but any foreign 
language that we offer here such 
as French, Gennan, Japanese 
would be helpful. Sometimes we 
are even able to offer Russian or 
Vietnamese. Knowing any lan-
guage will help you better un-
derstand the interference that 
occ~ between the native lan-
guages · of your students and 
English. After this, you can take 
a 20()1-level foreign language in 
AreaC. 
Anothervery helpful course is 
MLAN 20 I 0, Introduction to Lin-
guistics . The topics for this 
course include pbonology (the 
sound structure of languages), 
morphology (how words are 
fonned in languages) and syntax 
(word order and what many 
people call grammar.) This year I 
wiU be adding a unit on first and 
second language acquisition. 
Every year I also offer 5 hours of 
instruction in a minor language 
such as Russian, Vietnamese or 
Romanian. This additional in-
struction allows all the students 
to grapple with a new language 
equally with no previous knowl-
edge . . 
The above language prepara-
tion ideas app ly not only. to 
teaching, but to many other pro-
fessions and service opportuni-
ties, such as the medical field, law 
enforcement, business or church 
ministry. Foreign languages not 
only adds to yOW' potentia] value 
as an employee, but also ' pro-
vides great satisfaction in learn-
ing about other cultures and 
meeting people that speak other 
languages. 
Studying foreign languages 
and possibly linguistics will not 
solve all your language problems 
in the multi-lingual classroom, 
but these cowses wiJl help you 
with general language knowl-
edge that will greatly improve 
. your ability to understand the 
problems that your non-English 
speaking students have. Then 
you can adjust your teaching 
methods and materials to better 
include tbese students in your 
language arts instruction. Also 
you will be better able to com-
municate with the ESOL teach-
ers that are helping your stu-
dents. Who knows? Maybe you 
will get so excited about lan-
guages that you decide to work 
on additional credentials in for-
eign languages or ESOL so you 
can teach foreign languages or 
ESOLall thetime. 
For more information on for-
eign languages or linguistics, 
please feel free to contaci me, 
Prof. Dale S. Crandall, in my of-
fice(Acad m-105),caII meat 770-
118-3827 or send me an email at 
dcrandaJl@gc .peachnet.edu. 
• 
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We Can All Benefit From Each Other's Experiences 
Gainesville College bas been a into principle when I was the 
great stepping stone for mc. I am Latino Student Assoc iation 
what some people would caU a President. I knew that a club is 
non-lradilionaJ student. I gradu- only as good as its members, so 
aled High School on my own and J took a "how can I help you ap-
not knowing what I wanted to proach" versus" you have to do 
do. I was afraid that iff acquired this because it bas to be done". 
a degree, I wouJd t>c stuck in that Being ex-military made fmeting 
career for the rest of my life. So I a job very easy. I was picked up 
took a couple of years ofT 
and enjoyed myself. This 
left me with a sense that I Traditional students 
was being left behind by my and non-traditional 
peers. 
I decided I needed to do students can benefit 
something and joined the from the knowledge 
military. The Navy as a mat- and experiences we 
tcr of fact. This was a fork 
in the road that helped me . all possess. 
in life. 1 selVed my teml and 
was h.onorably discharged. 
While serving I also learned that by Motorola as a Technician and 
the you shouJd take care of the worked there till the plant was 
people you are responsible for downs ized. I began takin g 
and lead from the front. I put this classes here while working at 
America Remains Great 
Sitting the other night watch-
ing "Saving Private Ryan," I just 
couldn ' t help but think what a 
blessed nation we live in. J mean 
what other nation on this eanh 
sacrifices for the pricc offreedom 
like the United States of America? 
What other nation freely gives 
tons of food to hungry people in 
need or helps other countries in 
their pursuit of freedom? Where 
else can oppressed citizens of 00-
other nation go to receive an 
equal chance at a bener life? 
Europe was lifted out of the 
dcbris of war by Americans who 
poured in billions of dollars in 
relief money and forgave other 
billions in debts. None of these 
countries is today paying even 
the interest' on its remaining 
debts to the United States. 
When earthquakes hit distant 
cities, it is the United Stales that 
hurries in to help. This spring, 59 
American communitieS were flat-
tcned by tornadoes. Nobody 
helped. 
Everyone knows that America 
has its problems and will always 
have social issues but our na-
tional disposition will prevai l 
over domestic difficulties. Our 
heritage stems from great men 
t!!at formed our nation because 
they wanted freedom and 
would not settle for less. Fa-
mous words likc"Give my lib-
erty or give me death" and he-
roes such as those young sol-
diers who stormed the beaches 
of Nonnandy or bravely served 
in Vietnam have the set the 
standard as defining personal-
itY 'oftheAmerican character. 
I truly believe that ourcoun-
try will rise to meet our recent 
challenge. Our generation will 
answer the call and serve our 
country just as all previous 
generations of Americans in the 
past. Truly indeed America is 
great and will persevere no mat-
tcr what storm. 
The prospect of starting col· - help. In my arrogance I felt that 
lege after so many years was I could figure it out by myself. I 
very intimidating. I didn '{ know have leamed since then to swat· 
anything about the commitment low my pride and now I am usu-
of time and energy required 10 ally the first to ask for help. The 
make good grades. In addition focus I have obtained from my 
Motorola because that was the there was the fea r of the un- li fe experiences made me stick 
only way that I could be pro- known. How could I hope to to my studies. I always knew 
moted. Working full-tinle and be- compete with someone who had that finishing school could only 
ing a full-time Student was just g radua ted from High bencfit me in the long run. Ev-
one of the hardest things School. I faced my fears rather ery non-traditional studenl is 
that I have done . I had than lett ing them sland in the faced with making a choice. The 
classes in the moming and way of me ach ieving my choice of going from the com-
worked in the evening. This dreams. fon and safcty of their regular 
left me with hardly any per- I began taking classes in lives to the unfamiliar and some-
sonal time, and 1 certainly 1997. It was not pretty in the what intimidating college life. I 
didn' l fee l like giving up my beginning. Developing good applaud anyone who makes this 
weckends for studying. But study habits was a concept that decision because it requires so 
I knew first hand that the I had never approached before. many changes in their life. Tra-
only way to get ahead was It seemed that as the quaner ditional students and non-lra-
to fini sh school. It 's a hard progressed, I got funher and ditional students can benefit 
thing when you are passed over funher behind in my classes. I from the knowledge and expcri-
for ajob because you don ' t have knew that 1 was lacking in cer- enccs we all possess. It takes 
a degree . Especially when you tain area s, but my pride students of all ages to make 
know you can do the job beuer. wouJdn't allow me to ask for Gainesville College a success. 
What is one lesson you will take with you 
when you leave Gainesville College? 
l have learned and am still learning how important it is for me to 
stand finn in my faith in Jesus Christ . i must know exactly what and 
why I believe what I do. 
Daniel Burbank· Business Administration 
College taught me how to think and to compete with other students. 
The work load associated with college life reemphasized the 
relationship between success and responsibility. 
Myria", Shuler - Internatiollal Business 
I learned many things about friendship. The Professors at Gainesville 
College will listen to what you have to say and give good. advice_ I 
appreciate that. 
Mike SOllg - Crimi"al Justice 
I i 
• 
1 have learned how important student teacher relationShips are. 
The professors are great and so are the courses of study. 
April Kelly - Pre-Med/Biology 
-
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5\ Christmas Caro{ 
L 1998, the ~1I1e Theatre Alliance premiered iIII original mo.Bic:aIwtrslon of Charles Dickene' 
"A Clwioll, .. carol: Gay H. Hall.llond adapIed the IIooy and wrote the ICInO lyrics to music 
composed by Dale Grogan. The show sold out moeI perfomiances In both 1998 and 1999, and 
GTA '-to continue In thet fashion this year when the play runs -,<,. 
J im Hammond and Gay H. Han.IIOnd 818 """"_111 this year and.lm is .... portrayi1g Scmoge 
lor the third time. RobIn Hale returns 811 Marley'l ghost. 
A talented technical crew backs the cast, 811 _. lighting designer Joe S1eI1 and his "state-of-the-
art" CybertIghtII promise to iIIiIl<e transitions _n Scrooge'. horne to the str_ 01 London to 
CraIchIt'. horne II11CICIIh and astounding. Micheli Sylvester, as the .-choreographer, brings.-
ideal and ....,.; •• 10 the procIucIion, while the _ -reliable Christine a-nan ~ ..., COiIIIme 
deoigiL 
The procIucIion n.no ...........- 29 throoq, December 9. Perlormanceo start at 7:30 PM T.-day 
throoq, SaIurday, _r ZT through December 1 and December 4 through 8. The i1l8Iio, ••• on 
SaIurday and SInIiIy, Oecanlber 1, 2. 8, and 9 otart al2:3D PM. T-myoon'"llrne"lary_ '-
.... -."'" _lor IIighI-impainId -.... _,--. who _ the __ perIor-
mance on SInIiIy, Deo.,,1ber 9, This show .... be preceded by a waIk-<lRlUnd-th&-oe at 1:3D PM. 
TIc:MM.,.,. $18 to $20 lor ado ills, $16 to 518101' __ .. 511 to $13101'_, and the 
pt .... Is $7101' .... ryans. 
Can the I!oiC 0Iflce at 770-718-3624 and tal< to Beth Burgees about _ and--" 
